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I	 SCOPIi
The Landsat Imagery Verification and Extraction System (LIVES)
extracts areas of interest for users from fu!1 Landsat scenes, which
are taken from NASA Iligh Dens i ty 'Tapes. 	 It is a comprehensive
system for obtaining portions of Landsat scenes (or complete scenes)
th,,t are useful for projects of the Earth Observations Division of
NASA's Johnson Space Center.
This document describes functions of LIVEF, for cow.puter operations
personnel, including those who operate the system as well as those
who direct its operation. 	 I-or those who need only brief instructions,
the last section of this document presents 'a complete s,-, t of abbrev-
iated instructions.
Operations manuals are allowed by reforence^^ 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 to tale
any convenient form which compet.n*1y serves. the uses for which they
were intended.	 As such, this ;iranual is modeled after guideline', in
YIPS-38 (ref. 2.i-3), the current basic government reference on
documentation.	 IL is a sta nd - alone document for operations
personnel.	 To avoid the inclusion of unneces,ary data, and in
the interest of completeness, it makes reference to other documents
used in the development of LIVES (sce section 2 of this document)
folloving the practice recommended in FIVS-38.
l
1.1	 BAChGROUNG 01 : LIVES
Throughout the Large Area Crop Inventory Experimi
NASA facilities at Goddard Space Flight Center (I
all Landsat scenes containing areas of interest to that program.
GSFC extracted segments of interest, registered the segments to
reference images, and forwarded the final segment data to LACI}: on
tape in Standard (Universal) image format.
GSI : C wil? change their metl	 of o p eration in late 1979. 	 Landsat
images will be preprocessed and registered as full scenes. 	 Imagery
data will he forwarded to users as full scenes on high density tapes
(HDT's).	 User agencies will he expected to extract the data as
needed; the Goddard facilities will no longer extract subsets of the
full-scene imagery. 	 LIVES provides the capability of extracting
areas of interest from these high density tapes.
1 . 2 ENVIRONMENT AND USE OF LIVES
In general terms, persons who need images will furnish information
on Landsat scenes needed by the Earth Observations Division at
NASA's .Johnson Space Center. This information will he used to order
scenes from the Image Processing Facilit y of Goddard Space Flight
Center '	 1'l;a t facilit y will furnish the needed scenes, and perhaps
others, on high densit y tapes. At the same time It will furnish all
inventor y tape (the Goddard high Density 'Pape Inventory 'Palle, CHIT)
with information on all scenes furnished on these tapes.
The high densit y tapes will he processed by the high Densit y 'Tape
Reformatting System (HDVRS) currently being developed by the lord
Aerospace and Communications Corporation. The HDTRS will transfer
full Landsat scenes to 300 megab y te disks.	 LIVES then extracts
areas of interest from them. 	 Ultimately, LIVES produces Computer
Compatible Tapes (CCT's) containing areas of interest for specific
users.
rr-
.
	 APPLICABLE, DOCHNiFNTS
The information in this document will generally be 4ufficient for a
User.	 In this sense it is designed to be a stand-alone document.
However, considerable information is available to a user whc wishes
to probe into the histor y and the internal detail of LIV S.	 All
major LIVES documents are included in the list below, which is
divided into the following sections.
. 1	 SPECIFICATIONS FO R DOCUMENTS
:. - PROGRAMMED DOCUMENTATION OF LIVES
. 3 I1(1CUMENTAT I UN OF THE HIGHGH DENS I 'I Y TAP E REF ORMATTING SYSTEM
(IIIITRS)
2.4 	 DOCI1MENTATIUN OF 1'X'1 F PNAL S) SUMSf M
2.5	 INFORMATION ON P1AJ(11, SOFTWARE COMPONENTS
2.6 INFORMATION ON MAJOR HARDWA RE ITEM S
All documents with JS(' ident i f is at ion numbers are available thrnugh
the	 NASA JSC Technical Librar y	(:ode JM6,	 Building 45).	 All	 docu-
ments
	 with	 LFC	 '1111111)l'I - S are	 ava i lable through	 the	 Lockheed Vibriry
(code
	
B09,	 Building	 Lnckheed- Ill	 in	 Nassau Pay,	 Texas). Mnst	 of
the
	 same	 documents	 aI'e immediately	 available from the	 Data	 Tech-
niques
	
Librar y	of	 the Firth
	
01) g ervat ions Division (Ruilding	 17,
room
	
2062,	 JSC).
From the point of view of a user, ref ercnce 2.2-3 presents
requirements specifications; reference 1.2-9 presents the design to
which the system was acivally built; and 2.2-14 will give definitive
details on the complete s y stem, incil,ding hrcgram listings.
. 1	 SPEC 11 : 1 CAT IONS FOR DOCUMENTS
Z. 1- 1	 IJui luing 17 l ac i 1 it ies Configuration Management flan A,
JSC-10105 (September 1977); with change 2 (August 19-8).
2.1-2	 IN'ITGRA'TI:I) STANDARDI;'ATION, OPERATION, AND QUALITY
ASSURANCE P ►.AN FOR SOFTWARE 1)IiVIi1.OPMIiNT SECTION 626-45,
LIT.-9972 (January 19'7).
2. 1 - 3 GUIDELINES FOR DOCUMF.NTAT I ON OF COMPUTER PROGRAM,
Guidelines for Documentation of Computer Programs and Auto-
mated Data Systems, Federal Information Processing Stalldards
FIPS PUB 38, 11. S. De p artment of Commerce, National bureau
of Standards (February 1976).
2.2 PROGRAMMED DOCIIMIXFATION OF LIVES
'I'lie following; documents are specified in reference 2.1-1 (above)
and, in some cases, clarified in reference 2.2-2.	 At this date all
of these references have p een published except for 2.2-11 and 2.2-14
which are currentl y undergoing; final revision.
2.2-1	 Joh Orders 71-485 and 71 523, high Density Tape
Implementation.
2 . 2 - 21	 functional Requirements Document (I : R) (informal document
only), August 1978.
2.2-3	 Implementation Requirements Specification (IRS), ,1SC-14647,
LFC-12862, November 1978.
2.2-4	 P reliminary Functional Design Document (FD) (informal)
document only), August 1978.
2-5	 Project Development flan (PDP). JSC-14579, LFC-128Sh,
October 1978.
2.2-6	 Preliminary Design Specification (FS: 	 functional
Specifications), JSC-145 7 7, LET-12838, November 1978.
2.2-7	 Test Specification (D'IS), JS(-14635, L1::; 12900, I:ebruary
1979.
?. 2-8	 Pest Plan (TI') , JSC- 14578, i,l:(;- 1 'SS 7 , October 1978.
2.2-9	 Detailed Design Specification (DUS) , .?S C -14611 , I.P,C- i 2901 ,
January 1979.
^N
F	10	 Facility Preparation Plan, LEC-13069, January 1979.
	
2. 2- 11
	
'Pest Preparat ion Sheet , to be prepared.
	
2.2-12	 users Manual, ,J SC- 14632, I.EC-12902, March 1979.
2.2-13 Operations Manual, .JSC-14633, LEC-12903, this document.
2.2-14
	
	 "As Built" Design
to be prepared.
2.3
	
	
DOCUMENTATION OF I TI 11;
IIDTRs
2. 3- I
	
	
Landsat I1DT Reform
and Communica•ions
Specificatio
IfIG1I DENS  . Y
atting System
Corporation,
n, .JSC- 14634 , LIT-12904,
JAPE REFORMATTING SYSTEM
(I1DTRS) , Ford Aerospace
.July 1978.
2.3-2 Landsat IIDT Reformatting System, Interface Control document,
Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation, August 1978.
2.3-3 IIDTRS Users Manual (may not be exact title) (to be prepared
by Ford Aerospace and Communications).
2.3-4 11DTRS Operations Manual (may not be exact title) (to be
prepared by Ford Aerospace and Communications).
2.4 DOCUMENTATION OF LXTERNAL sys,rms
2.4-1 Goddard 11DT Inventory Tape (GRIT) Operations Research Inc.,
NAS 5-23762, February 1978.
2.5 INFORMATION ON MAJOR SOVI'WARF COMFONFNTS
2.S-1	 RIMS Design Specification, LFC-9S64, February 1976.
2.5-2 Detail Design specification for Enhancement of the Automatic
Status and Tracking system Software, JSC-13789, LFC-11512,
November 1977.
2.5-3 RIMS Users Guide, LFC-9301, Revision A, April 1177.
2.S-4 Addendum to RIMS Users Guide, LE'C-11756, January 1978.
2.S-S	 IBM User's Guide, LACTE, section 10.4.1.1 through 10.4.1.6,
April 1975 (variously revised).
' J
r23-6 Software Description Volume of the IMAGE 100 User Manual,
G. F. Space Division (Daytona Beach, Florida), June 1975.
	
2.5-7	 LIVES Information Management System ' 'NISI W ers Guidc
(to he prepared)
	
2.5 -8 	 JSC Image-100 Users Guide, JSC- 12585, LEC-10262, June 19"'
. 0 INFORMATION oN MAJOR LQU 1 PMEAT
2.0-1	 High-Density Digital Tape Recorder, Martin-Marietta
Corporation, P''S- 18236-	 June 1975.
2.6	 Serial Controller Interface - Input (SCII), Interface
Control Document and Test Software Requirements, General
Electric Company, February 1978.
2.6-3	 Serial Controller Interface - input (SCII), Product
Specification, General Electric Company, February 1978.
3.	 DESCRIPTION 01 : HARDWARE
3. 1
	
0VERV 11:W
LIVES was built on thr dhvsical fa;iIities of the Uat.i Techniques
Laboratory, room .1 002 of building 17, at NASA's Johnson Space
Center (.ISC).	 It uses only equipment in that laboratory, and makes
use of image display facil it ies of its Image-100 system.	 The 11DTRS,
developed by the Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation and
physically located in the same area, is used ConCurrentl y with LIVES.
3.2 COMPUTERS
Figure 3.2-1 shows the computers, disks and terminals of the 11DTRS
and of LIVES.	 'There are three general purpose computers:	 a 11111'
11120 for the III)'TRS, the Support Processor (PUP 11/4S), and the
Image Processor (PUP 11/4S) for LIVES. 	 11DTRS operates in the PDP
11120, placing full scene data on disk accessible to the Support
Processor.
LIVES resides on the Support Processor and the Image p rocessor. The
Extract Processor is implemented only on the Support Processor in
order to access HUT data placed on disk b y the High Density "Tape
Reformatting System.	 The display and translation functions are on
the Imago Processor because they hoth require the Image-100 terminal.
All other functions arc normally performed on the Support Processor
but could be performed on the Image Processor equally as well.
3.3
	
DISKS
Figure 3.2-I also presents the configuration of disks in the system.
The two 300 NIB disks are dual-ported, controlled b y software, so
that one is used by the IIUTItS while the other is in use by 1AVYS;
the two are not used by both systems at the same time.
The other disks in the system are all 88 NIB. In theory, all are
portable; but, in practice, the one marked "switchable" will riot
have a portable function.
3.-1
I
1 . 4
	 HIGHGH DFNS 1 T'Y '1'Al'l,:S
"Dully processed" high densit y tapes will have been preprocessed
and registered.	 This version of 1.1V1:S is designed f, use "ful iy
processed" tapes since it does not incorporate a registration
capabi 1 i t y other than 1 ine-h y - 1 ine ant1 pixel -hy-pixel t ransl, ► t ion.
C
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4 .	 tlVURV I I W OF SOFTWAlti
4.1
	
SN STUM OV	 RV I I W
I IV	 S	 and	 the 11DT Reformatting System	 (III ► TRSI	 comprise	 the	 11D
processing s y stem which has	 been implemented	 in	 the	 Data	 vchnioue,.
laborator y (DTL) in	 Building	 I" of	 NASA's	 Johnson	 S p ace	 Centel'.
I h i s	 `:vst em reads high	 dvns i t y randwat	 t apes	 and	 produces	 comput L I'
.ompat ► hle tapes (CC	 'sl.
Figure 4.1 1 illustrates organization of I.iVFS software. 	 'this
diagram shows the total flow of data within LIVFS and hetw ei ►
I IVFS and some other s y stem q .	 Initiall y , users ident if y areas of
interest.	 On the basis of this information, notice will prohahle
he sent to Goddard of the I,andsat sk tines that would he of interest.
Goddard prepares high densit y tapes (HPf''s) and in-entor y tripes
jtHI T's) on a dail y hasi q and sends them to the Darth Oh.`:c`rvat ion`
lii y ision of NASA's ,fohnson Spaco renter.	 The IIIIT S is used to
reformat the data Cron the high densit y tapes and place them on the
Full Scene Data liaise. F rom t he q e full scenes, I IVFS ex tracts areas
of interest; computes cloud cover, and gains And hiase`; opt ional ly
pros ides the cap,ihi l itv to 4 rren and translate; and, ult irately,
hrit e ti till` imager y dAta (A r ea4 of	 inter e st ) to CC 1's.
Me major input to I IVUS is imager y data which ha y r horn placed on
disk b y thr i!ow.	 Other input includes rheas of interest
des: r i pt ions and t he Godda rd IIDT I n y ent or y Tape (GH I n ; the
i,it ter defines the informal ion on a set of high densit y tape;.
The principal output is computer compat ihle tapes which contain
imager y for areas of interest.	 Other output inc ludes operations
and management report s concerning  w y st em ut i I i:at ioii and process ing.
The status of LlVFS is maintained in the Process Control and Status
(1'CQ1 Data Base.	 This data p rise defines the various areas of
interest for which Land.:at data is needed b y the users.	 it also
contains information rvquired for computations in the y ariou q system
^l -1 y
^1:
I
(	 y
^! r	J	 1
a	 1. ^?1
I.
a^^
_i
rV
proc es , •i • • , other cont rol information, and status information.
Area of l fit 1'rest dest'ript ions nralrt he Diet ineal anal constructed before
.,
fit
	 of interest can he extracted.	 The genr ► :al i-eel data manage
meat s y stem, l,IVFS Informat ion Management S y stem I.IMS, is used foa
);ener;at ink; and updat ink; area of interest desc ri.pt ions in the I't't;ti
Data Base.	 (I.IMS is nearl y• identi:'al to RIPS, and contains only
minor enhancements to that p reviousl y existing s y stem (ref. 2.S I
through '. `) 1) . )
1 precestiing c y c Io stal'ts l.ith exek	 011 of the GIII T processor,
w t aicII compares the GIII f with the data base to klete l'fliln 0 WIIich II	 I
dens i t v tapes realu i ro processing. 	 The loll I T processor also  updates
the PCY data base with information to he used in ether system
processes.
Then, the I^xt ract ion Proc ez g or is exec uted on the PDP I I /IS.
l'oncul , rent W ith the execut ion of the ext rac t program, the 111 ► H'S
is put into operat ion.	 It performs its primar y task b y read IIly"
full scvne data (roil ► the HDT's to ,list.,	 B y extr;ac ► an y. pert inent
data from the full scones, the Extraction Processor buIIds the
Search Area Data Rase, which includes all data for ;area; of interest.
A search area includes al I data within the area of interest pIu•,
idditional data to :allow for trAnwlation, whi,h is o form of
registrat ion. 	 This search area is then moved to :another disl,, free
ink, the full scene disk so that the reformatting g vstem ma y cont inue
to real additional fu 1 1 -sc ene data from the high dens i t v tape s.
After extract ion, the condit tof ing processor is init fat vd.	 Vhi ,
function anal y zes the amount of cloud :over, and calcul,atv4 hi;a.,,
and gains.
Af ter	 conditioning, the	 screening	 and t 1'anslat ion	 function	 man	 he
performed	 on the lmagv-100	 terminal. Screening	 is	 required	 for
images	 that frail a	 user-suppl ivd	 registration threshold	 yual itv.
Screening
	
options include 	 the	 ;ah i l i t y to	 rejec t 	 the	 data	 from
further	 processing, :accept	 the	 data	 for	 CCT	 as	 is,	 and	 perform
translation in	 a plane.	 Translation is	 accomplished	 b y	 ;a	 user	 who
can
	
ties'	 both the image	 and	 a	 control image	 on	 a	 screen.	 point`.
Y"
which correspond oil 	 iriage are identified b y positioning; a
cursor.
	
The image is then translated to the Control image based
on the difference in the marked positions. 	 After screening; and
tianslation, the Coilditioning Processor is again initiated to
calcul -te bias aild gains for any images which Have beeil tlanalated.
Up cin ill! plot loll of the Clllldit ionii1g PrOL-eSSor, the CCT Generate
Processor is activated to wr i te area-(lf - interest data to tape.
1'lle program provides the rapabi l it y to produce tapes according,
to the needs of a given user.
All reports in the system are made with LIMS.	 Some are pre-
prog;rammod and formatted; other report information can he obtained
k'ia the "ad hoc" rclllnbiIit y of LIMB.	 'i'hc I,11NIS system allows rapid response
in meet 1111; new of cil;inl; Illg; report 1'0(1111 i'ellWilt S.
, i . 2	 ITc 1 GRAMS IN LIVES
I IVFS consists of a series of independent programs with the
functions shown in the top portion of Figure 4.2- 1 .	 Programs
called b y the independent programs are 1 i q t cd at the bottom of the
s.ICIL' f ll;Ur(' for g;encral inf01-111at ion of the operator. 	 ."iost of these
;lrc transparent to the Operator; Since  he does not operate t herl or
furnish data to them, the y at'( , not discussed further in this document
1letails are available in the detailed design dorurllerlt (ref. 2.2-9).
An	 operat(.l'
	 ma y use	 the	 l eferenc;	 Image	 toad Processor	 (sect lull	 0.1	 tic
this	 doculllellt) 6'11111
	 all y	tel'1111n.1I	 with	 access to	 the	 Reference	 Imaye
Data	 Base.	 He will	 1101'111,1 l y	 list'	 the	 ;-HI I'	 ProCCSSOr (0.2)
	
from	 QC SUPPOrt
Processor.	 The Extract	 Processor	 (0. 31	 must he	 run	 from	 the	 Support
ProCeSSOr.	 The Colldit ion ilIg	 PioL- CS sor	 ((x.41 w i 1 1	 be	 "sod	 on	 either	 pro
cossor,	 as	 most convenient.	 He	 will	 use	 the Scrocnin;	 aild	 Translation
Processor
	
from the	 Image-100	 conl	 ole	 (0.5) . He	 can	 generate CCT's	 with
the CCT Processor (0.6)	 from	 either	 processor. In	 the	 initial	 release
of 	 LIVES,	 only the	 Reference
	
!maPe	 Load	 Processor aild
	 the	 Screening	 acid
Translation Processor wi l l	 exist
	 on	 the	 image Processor.
fhe 01)erat01- ma y use the data base management syste in, 1.1NIS, (7. )
from anv terminal with ; ► ccesS to the Dai1v Data vase or the Master
Data Rase.	 lie can generate reports from ; ► terminal
connected to the :Ippropriate data ba se (section 0.3.3).	 Possible
operations inclu.le addinl,, n ► odil- vine	 ;illll deleting
;area - of interest (ICf ill it ions (,. 1 - 13) ; preparing; reports ("..1 ) ;
Sav ing; ; nd restoring; the M. ► ster (Archive) I)ata Rasa (7. ^,) ; ; ► nLI
others (7.0).
l
I \1)1 1 1 1 : N1)1 : NT NfO1)111,FS
frog rain
Reference Image
Load Processor
(;III l' Proc vssol'
I xtrac t ion Processor
Conditioning; Pro:essol
^C Peen and Trans l ate
I'rocess•.(r
CCT Generate Processor
1.1Nis
I.o ► d reference image
Interpret
I t ract image from
1'1111 scene data h;1',e
Calculate g,1i11S and
hiases, and analyze
I'01' Cloud Cover
screen t( T ranslate
IV  i t c CCT
Data fuse "Imiagement
!N'o rma 1 1 v
0)c rated`11).
Comllu t e r'
OI)crato I-
C ornl)tIt el'
Operator
Computer
Ope ra t o I'
Com!)utrl'
(11)erator
t'scI.
Co Ill 1)11 t e 1'
Oper'atoI'
llser
I re(luent ^'
c) f_Ike
I re.l11ent i c•
fit tit ,	 t Ilcti
intIckillciltI\
0 1 I I
11.1 i I )'
Dai1v
1 requellt
11;1 i I v
1);I i 1
Ill ITT' ll VF I lINTT I ONS
I' tlnc t i o 11	 De )ent;c'nt	 1111
CI'V 1tC (IatA haSes	 1. 1 "1S
Update data hales	 I I'ctti
DCIL'tc' data ► 1)AS0F
Find rol; and pat!) ill
horld Reference ti^stelit
( ellcr';Ite Reports	 I. I ^1^^
AI . CIIivc the dat;l from	 1. 1 NI.S
A da y 	act itity
Ile cove 1 , t roill	 11IS
oml) Iter I';I i l urc
I.IDIti interface
	 I NI
*	 111	 this Coll tekt,	 "tIAiIV" del1Otl's 11tiC
	
111 el'('FV C\'lIc' Ot	 f)I)('r;lt1('11.
1 . 1 1; 11 re	 •1 . —'	 I
Modules; Funct ions of I, FS
i^
5. DATA BASES AND SPECIAL FILES
In general, LIVES consists of separate programs which communicate
only by reading and writing mutual files and data bases.
The function and content of the data bases and the major files
are presented below in the following order:
Full Scene Data Base	 (S.1)
Search Area Data Base	 (S•2)
Reference Image Data Base	 (S.3)
Screening Map Data Base	 (5.4)
Process Control and Stratus Data Base	 (S.S)
Master Data Base
	 (5.h)
5.1	 FULL SCENE DATA BASF.
Full scenes are the original Landsat images on the high .tensity
tapes from the Goddard facilit y ; in content, these are complete
Lands at scenes such as might be ordered from the EROS Data Center
in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.	 However, their format is quite
different from scenes furnished by EROS.
The High Densitv Tape Reformatting; S y stem (IIDTRSl extracts images
: rom high density tapes and loads them into this data base. 	 The
Extraction Precesso- of IJVF S removes portions of certain images
and places them on the Search Area Data Base. The IIDTRS and the
Extraction Processor work simultaneousl y but on separate disks
(they use the Son megabyte fixed disks in LIVFS).
An operator shoaald not need to examine the contents of this data
base in any direct wa y , especially s i nce it is highl y dynamic.
J
F5. z SEARCH AREA DA"J'A BASF
Imagery data extracted from the Full Scene Data base are placed
here.	 They consist of molticiianneI areas of inter( —,t or corres-
ponding search areas, the former for high- quality images that do
not need to he screened, and the latter for images that will need
to be processed with the Screening and 'Translation Processor.
These images are maintained in two types of files, imagery files
and non-image files; the latter contain header jrof n yl n n t iti(.Nn
data.
5.3 REFFRUNCl' INIMA" DATA BASE
This data base includes single channel images to which search areas
can be registered. Images are loaded with the Reference Image load
Processor; they can be deleted using standard PhP commands.
.5.  4
	
SCRI"YN I NG MAP DATA BAST: 	
i
The Conditioning processor produces class malls with the following
classes:	 agricultural land, clouds, cloud shadow, snore, filled,
water, and garbled.	 Plaps are produced for the entire area ol" in-
terest.
5.5 PRoC1:SS CONTROL AND STATUS (I'Ct;S) DATA BAST:
All transactions in HIES are recorded in transactions files,
which arcs used to update a Dai ly ITF,S Data Base, which is incor-
porated daily into the 'Master Data Base. 	 The L1,111v data Katie
has the following functions:	 (1) dCfines today's areas of interest,
(2) supports system com putations, (3) supports system control, and
(4) provides system statusing information.	 The contents of the PCF4S
data base is derived from area of interest definitions is the
Master Dat. , Base and tilr GIiIT tape, as well as the varioais processors.
Y
k
t
There are three types of records in the PCI;S data base:
o Area of Interest Descriptions - Define tho,
-e items of an area of
interest common to all image acquisitions (see figure 5,5-1).
o Scene Descriptions - Describe scenes from the HDT (see figure
5.5-2).
o Acquisition Descriptions - Contain data describing area-of-
interest acquisitions and the nrocessing of these acquisitions
(see figure S.S-3).
The Daily PC&S Data Base contains only those acquisition des,--riptions
and their associated area of interest descriptions and scene descrip-
tions from a given day.	 It is used to report on the status of a
Riven day's activity. The use of this small data base for daily
processing minimizes the system overhead for data management
activities.
5.6  PIASTER DATA BASE
The Master Data Base, also called the Archive Data Base, contains
area-of-interest descriptions, scene descriptions, and acquisition
descriptions from all days of nrocessing with LIVES. This data
base is used for weekly, monthly, and other periodic and aneriodic
reporting, as well as for maintaining area-of-interest descriptions.
It contains the same three record types as the Daily PCf,S Data Base.
r
s'^
FIELD	 NO. FIELD	 NAME: FIELD DE?SCRIPTION
1 RCTYPE RECORD TYPE:	 -	 ALWAYS A	 1
2 USER I D USER	 ID	 -	 RANGE	 1-2()
3 AOI 1 U AREA OF	 INTEREST	 ID
	 -	 RANGE	 1-9999
4 A I LNES NUMBER OF LINES
5 A I PXLS NUMBER OF	 PIXELS
6 RLGQT'S REGISTRATION QUALITY THRESHOLD -
	
SCREEN
7 REGQTR REGISTRATION QUALITY
	 THRESHOLD	 -	 RE,JEC'1.
8 CLDPTII CLOUT) PERCENT THRESHOLD
9 COUNTR COUNTRY
10 RE:G REG 10 N 
11 ZONE ZONE:
12 STR STRATA
13 PC PRIORITY CODE
14 Ty AREA	 OF	 INTE:RE:ST	 TYPE:
15 CRPCOI) CROP CODE
16 AILAT LATITUDE/DIRECTION	 -	 FORMAT NDDD/MM
17 A I LONG LONG I T UDE/ I)1 RECT ION
	
-
	 FORMAT	 F.DDII/M1.1
18 ACQSRT ACQUISITION START DATE -	 FORMAT YDDD
19 ACQSTP ACQUISITION STOP DATE: 	 -	 FORMAT YDDD
20 PWRSRP PRIMARY WRS	 ROT` t;
	
PATH
21 SWRSRP SECONDARY IVRS ROW 11	PATH
22 FI,MFI,G 1: 11,
	
I'I.AG
?3 BNREQ1. BAND NUMBERS REQUIRED FOR rxTRACT I (1N
?4 CLRCDS COLOR CODES
25 1, ST U1)1) LAST	 UPDATE.	 DATE	 t;	 T I "1F.	 -	 FORMAT YDDDIIHM',l
RECORD ID = USER I D 0 AO I I D 0 O
FIGURE: 5.5-1
AREA-OF- INIERE:ST DESCRIPTION RECORD
y
T1	 1 111)	 No. I' 111.0	 NAMF FIELD DESCRIPTION
1 RCTYPE RI'CURI) TYPF	 ALWAYS A
	 2
SCLNNO SCENC NUMBER	 RANGE
	 1 - 9Q99
3 A('(;1)Al ACQUISITION DATE	 -	 FORMAT YDDD
•1 III)T 11) IIU'I'	 TAPE	 11)
5 1 fit.	 11) I MAGF	 11)
b tiUNN1)S NUMBER 01 :
	BANDS ON TAPL
SCNCLA SCENE CLOUD ASsFSSMrN'I
H RFGPFL RI'GFNFRATFI) PRODUCT	 FLAG
) WRSI)ES WRS DESIGNATOR 
lU WRSOF1: WRS OFFSET
11 MISSNO MISSION NUMBER
12 RES 1'YP RESAMPL I NG TYPE
I 's QAGEOM QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF GFOCRAPH I CAI
14 FNITLA I' FORMAT CENTER	 LAT I "I'UDE/ I) I RFCT I ON
15 rMTLON FORMAT CENTER	 LUNG I TURF/ I) I RFCT l ON
16 PLYRDR PIAYllACK/1)1R	 1:1,AG,
17 AtiC1)FS FLAG
18 SUNFLA SUN ELEVATION ANGLF
19 SUNAZA SUN AZIMUTH ANGLE
20 1)ATGII I I)A'1 F	 GII IT	 RIIN
I1 III)TPDl' 1!DT	 PROCESSFI)
	 I)ATU
22 IRIGR IR1G	 BEGIN	 TIMI
23 IR1GF 1RIG	 END	 TIMIS.
RL('URI) ID = U " SCENNO A ACQDAT
FIGURE 5 . 5
SCENE DESCRIPTION RECORD
MODEL
F-
I	 I I	 I ' D	 \O. i I 1 1.1 ► 	 \AMI 1 1 VIA)	 IIFSCR I I"I ION
1 RC T) l'1 RI CORD	 TYPEALWAYS A
	
3
a IISFRI I ► US1.R	 ID	 RANGE	 1 - V
3 AO I 11) ARIA	 OF	 INTEREST 	 11 ► 	 RANG!	 1 -'. ► '99.
.1 ACQUISITION	 DATE
	 -	 FORMAT	 YU11I ►
5 III ► I	 11! HDT	 "lA1'I
	
11 ►
h I SIG 11) I "IAGI	 11)
" \OR\1 ► S \l;!,+RI R	 OF	 BAND;	 ON	 IAP
N DA 1 GI 	 I DATE	 l;! ► I E	 RUN	 1`01VIAT	 YDDI)
► PRE.IRti PREPROCESSING
	 RI HC 1'	 RI ASON
10 SCRRFG SCRFFN 1 NC AND R& ; I STRAT I nN
11 SACLDA SEARCH AREA ('LOUD ASSESSMENT
12 I XTRRC EXTRACTION  RI JEC
	
REASON COD
13 SRGDAT SCREEN AND REGISTER DATE
111 tiR.IC01) SCREEN
	 RI'JFCT CODE
is CC TAT CCT	 DATE	 -	 FORMAT	 YI ► 1 ► 1 ►
10 CCl'`0 CCT	 til;Ml;ER
17 SCFNNO SCFNF
	 NU"IRFR	 -	 RANGE 1 - 9999
18 HNDSI X RAND NUMBERS	 L y. l'RAC FD
19 NPT NUMBER OF	 PIXELS  TRANSLA1 F1 ►
;;l ► NET NUMBER OF LINK TRANSLATEDED
21 RIASFC BIAS FACTORS
' - GA I NK GAIN	 FACTORS
23 PCNTCC I'I RCFNT CLOUD COVER
21 I'R`1SC.\ PRDIARY/SI CnNHARY
	 rLA:;
25 I'LLNES NUMBER OF	 Ff' V
	 LINES
26 FLPXLS NUMBER OF	 FILL	 PIXELS 
RECORD ID = USFR 1 I1 0 An I I I1 J ACQDAT
FICURF 5.5-3
ACQUISITION DESCRIPTION RECORD
lJ /
h.	 OITRAIOR PROC'11)IIRI S
I'll i; sek.tloll Inc iukies s1;e;ific instructions for till operation of
IIldI Vidu ;II processoI ' s in l.1V F S	 It is intende d to furnish inform.)
tioil that is sufficientl y detailed fur understanding and recover,'
f at,nurm;ll ^ituatiun^; hl'nCe it incllidCS klet II is of %';1I-1011 i,111d
ut eI'rUI'ti ;111d 1.11A I10';t ICS.
1 1 roc esse^; arc' treated i lid i v i dllal I I v in the foIIowifig orLier, which 1^
a IIC , r • ma I set uelico l, t utie.
Refe relic e 1111age Loader
C1111' Processor
Extract Processor
Conditioni ng
 
Processor
Screening and Translation
CC I' Processor
(h.11
(h.2)
(h.3
(hall
(h. r
(h.h)
Data ha se operat Ioil',, }'enerat ioil	 f repo, 1 , ts, l'tc . , Is p1l'tient ., , d In
section
	
A 1)1'1et LieFCt'lpt i011 0	 opC'I'at lUnti 1)1'000d11YC S 1OI- d,11 I ► '
Ilse of operatOl':; lti I11'etielltVd In SCCt1011 `l.
0 1	 Ia
h.1
	
RI:ITIUNCI: IMAGE LOADER
0.1.1	 DESCRIPTION
The s imp  if ic(I red; ist rat ion procedure in I,IVFS re(lu i res that reference
images be available in tile Reference Image Data Base. 	 This is the
processor that places images in that data base, in Droller form.
0.1.2	 01'1:RATI(`•
This rrocessor is activated on the Image Processor of t h e WIT.
It is operated from any terminal of the processor.	 It ma y 1)l'
run at any time previous to a c ycle of operation which the reference
images to be used.
b. 1 . 3	 INi XI'
The reference image must be furnished on a CC'1' in JS(' 1111iversal (male
For ►nat.	 The Reference Image Data Base must also be furnished. 	 Also
a list of details about the (Iesi ► ('d relercnec iIll,	 must be furnished.
o. I . 1	 (lll'CI'UT
The onl y output is internal to the Reference Image Data Vase. 	 No
othel' ulltpllt 1S 1^i \'ell, MIler t11a11 IlietiSa^;eti to the ol)el;ltol' oll the
t0rmli11aI.
o. 1
	
OPF1ON
The operator W  1 1 1) ca 1 Ic(I 1.11)o11 to choose s1)ec i f is images ,111(1
channels of' the images.	 This is (lone by direct interaction at th
tc1,1111naI.
(, . 1 . o	 1)ROCI:DUR1:S
A samp'e procedure is pre sentcd in fil;ure o.l.l. 	 In ",cneraI, the
f0llowi11g arc the stcl)s t0 be Utied.
1. Log o ►1 to the terminal to 1, IVES 1) IC, (1333,331) and mount the
input tape as foreign and "LIVI:S2" (lisle on DB2 as 1 : 1 L1 S11.
2. C,1 11 processor b y typ ing RIIN RI : 1:LODO
13
_,A
^.	 furnish t.1pe drive and tape till it number to system inter
activel y ,	 fhe I'oIIowin^; steps ;how how t11i" i . , done.
(;lssumr i III) tit t aloe i ; mount ed on MT 1 . )
s y ste III :	 Iti'llll'll 'fAI I I	 IlRIVI "	 (i1 NIT,	 1-\'I')>
o1)Vr.1to1 , t• 1)es:	 0
s y stem:
	
h111t'11 rAPF UNITY	 (11,10
ope ratoi :	 I
s% s t em :	 MOUNT TAPE AND I NTFP US It 111 ( 0 1 191 TO t't1NT I Nlll.>
arter tape is mounted o p erator tees the User Ili, for example
example:
	
(1S
4.	 Furnish reference image ,umbers identifying each by segment
number (SSSS), ac quisition date (1'YD411), channel number
(1, 2, 3, or 41 and whether primar y or secondar y (P or S) .
When finished, he t y pes F inst ead of segment number.	 A
sample case in which the operator requests only two images
	
from a tape is shown below.	 Note that the s y stem gives
detail, of operator entries when asking for the first image,
but onl y nrief messages for the remaining entities.
System:	 1:N1'1.It images to load from current tine as follows:
SSSS ( 1 -'. 1 999 1 , 1'1 111 1 11, CH (1 - 4) , t y po (P or 3)
TO '111011N:\'i'I enter F for segment number
INPII'f RFQUFSl'>
operator:	 4721, - SO17, 1, 1'
system: INPUT R QllYST>
operator:	 123,223, 4, ti
system:	 1NP11T 1:1'QllLST>
operator:
	
I:
S.
	
At this point the s y stem starts processing the input tape.
It furnishes periodic messages showing its processing steps.
h-1
Y
r,
I'he tul io%N;ing is a sample set of messages:
s y stem:	 SF ARCHING 'I'APF
s y stem:	 STARTED PRtlCFSSING -1721-78017
s y stem:	 STAR •I'FD PRcll'FSSING 123-77213
s y stem:	 FINItiHFD PROCESSING
c,. I f a  I references we re Iocated on the tape, the s y stem w  l l
furnish the following mesgage:
s y stem: ALL FNTR 1 FS PR0CFSSFD
s ystem:	 `;'IOP
1 f some vnt r i es were not found on t h is tape, a message suc
h
as the following wi l 1 c ► l pvar.
s y stem:	 THU FOLLOWING RFQlll!ti'1 FD ARIAS WI R1; NOT FOUND ON
THIS TAP
s y stem:	 1^3-. ;^^
s y stem:	 QTO I,
r.
'lhe following messages require obvious corrective action (i.r., in
the first case, furnish the correct tale number).
I NCORRFC 1 '1'APF FN I'RY
AN I NCORRFC I' I.N'I'RY
These messages are mere Iv informativv.
	 'their contents should he
reported to the l.IVUS user or snpvrvisor y
 personnel.
TOO MANY 1'N I'R I LS , FIRST  1 UU h i LL RI, PR(lCrSSFD
THE FOLLOWING RLQlll:ti'I FD ARFAS WFRF NOT FOUND ON THIS 'TAPE
The following errors cannot, in general, he solved by an operator,
if they cause operations to cease.
	 In all cases, a supervisor or
ether responsible person should he notified.
FRROR FROM DISK  WRITE
FRROR RFAD I NG L I NI'.
owe
r0.-
	
CII I T 1'IlOCLSSOR
t) . 2. 1	 DI ` CR I I I I ION
This I)1mcessor Imrforms	 ;1	 wide	 variet y	of' fund ions	 for	 till'	 1.IVFS.	 Al I
are i)erfornl(I d automat ical ly,	 without	 operator inter y ent ion	 The	 foI Iowi11g
;Ire some	 of	 its 1)riIII.	 II)aI	 funct ions;	 for more	 det;IiIs	 consult
	
► 'ef .	
_,..', 11.
o	 Rea It 	 the 6odda)'d ItIgh I)rnsit y Talie	 Inventor y Tape ((;III F) and
10i:ite^, SCVII `S	 til;lt	 S11o11111 110 :oll-,iLIVI't'd	 (01' .'xt ra: t 1('Il.
o	 1 x  racts inf,)rI 1)at ion I'rom the "lastrr Data Lase and set s 111) :I
IlaIIv Data Base fo1 . :I "daiIv" cvcIv.
o	 ';et s 111) t i les needed tot' the cv(' le of 0I)e1'at i011
o	 I' I'od tic es ;1 t'el)(I ► 't used b y the 01`et'3t0t' to uu)unt high .lerlsitV t;li)es
ill the 1)r01)e[' orde ► .
(I..'..'	 Ol'I'IZAVI ON
Phis I)ro:essor must he used as the I'irst 0IWI_;Itioil in ;I "d,'lilv'' ^,y:IV.
l'he ol)erato1 , mounts the 1.111'1' and runs the processor. 	 '11)1s is
normall y Clone on the tiupl)ort I'I'ocessoI . hilt :ouId he done oil
Image Processor.
n. 2.3	 1N I I I IT
The i nput s :I re t he (;II I ;' ;Ind t he '1;1, 	1	 1 A I : h i y e ) I)at a 11,lsr .
0. 2. 1
	
0111'1,11T
Three repo1 , t, are 1)rodu;ed b y this 1)1'0ceSS01'	 '1'110 fi I'S t, t11e IIi1;h Ile 11
cit y I';pe Pro:es.,ilig '1'aIle 0 I'd t'1' is desi),ned for suhse(juent Use oC the
01)erato1 , Kith the I'xtra:t Processor. 	 fhe se:ond, the Ili);h I)l`11Sit)' I'ane
Pre 1) rocessilIg SLIP':nary, summaries the operation of the Processor, PVC-
sent 1111; till:ll	 lllfol'lll;ltloil ;IS the SCCIIeS to he extl'tl: tl`d, ;I C (111iSit loll
dates, geog,raphicaI coordinates, etc. 	 The third, the 1 1)et'ted :1re;l
of lilt Crest tillllllllal'y, 1'l'ports ha s, ic data oil ;ileac of	 interest for which
an ;ICtlrt i s i t ion oc: tlrs on one of t Il;lt da`r' s I11)1'' s .
l'here are no options.
11
In . ^ , c^	 I'Rc)C1 1)IIRI ti
u	 Log on to the system in lilt` I5,51
o	 Type BAI 1333,3131 GIII'1'®.
o	 Respond to terminal instructions.
o	 Recover the reports from the line printer.
o	 I)isn ► ount the GIII1'.
t , . ' . '
	
ERRORS AND ;) l AGNOST I CS
The mount ir ► i; of an incorrect tape ma y cause one or more of the error
mrtisalrs listed below.	 IC an error message occurs:
1.	 \'erifv that the proper tape was mounted.
I f the prober It 	 was not Mounted, mount the correct tape and
► • t•stat't the hatch run!:t ►•cam.
^.	 1 f the proper tape w; ► s mounted, immediatel y not i fv the supervisor
or other responsihIc person that an error has occurred.
Program or
A cis ape_	
_tiuhrout ine--
I ATAL ERROR CONDITION FNCOUN'1 URI D IN
GII I T	 PROCFSSOR , 	 PROCESSI NG
	I) I SCONT I ;MF1) GIIIIT
FRROR	 IN	 READING	 PAR:\'NII.TER
	 F I LF GIZ1)ITNI
END
	 01-	 FILE 
	
ON	 .SYS ; LM
	
PARA N IV ITR	 FILL GRDPRNI
F 1 RS I	 GA)ol)	 RECORD	 ARMED	 BE
	
SYST,
1Y1'I.	 IS	 - GINIT
I'll CORD	 1)l10111.1)	 BE	 'I'DWO,	 I')'PI'
	
1's
GIII	 I	 11)	 Iti	 - -	 - G I N I T
RECORD	 ^II0LILI)	 BF	 III)RI).	 'I l IT	 I S G I N IT
END	 01 :	F11,F	 h'Illl.l	 'PRYING	 TO	 READ	 til'ti'I'I NI
HEADER	 P."kR I TY	 I RIMR,	RECORD".;	 = G I N IT
END OF	 F I LF	 WHILE	 TRYING TO	 READ	 FA PI
Ill RFCTORY ,	 GII 1 f	 11)	 SET	 TO	 BLANKS
PARITY FRROR RECORDS	 = G l N IT
Ftill	 01 :	FILE, 	 lVl	 ILE.	 TRYING	 TO	 READ
	 III)'!'
I); RFCTOM.,	 1':\ll l l'1'	 1 imoR	 I"ECORI)ti	 =
END 01	 PROGRAM G I N I';'
Ut;RFCc)VERARL,F	 ERROR	 IN	 PROCESSING
GIIIT	 TAPE GINIT
TYPE	 SHOULD	 BF	 11FDR,	 'I'1'1'I.	 is	 RECORD
NUMBER	 IS	 - - - RI)SCI N
b
^. S
3
FProgram or
Mess_a^e 	 Subroutine
TYPE'. SHOULD BE ANNO, TYPE?
RFCORb NUMBFR IS - - -	 RI)SVFN
TYPE SHOULD BE fRLR, f1PF IS
RECORD NUMBER IS - - -	 RI)SCE'.N
END OF FILE - ANNU"I'AT iON RFCURI) 1 	 RI)SCFN
END OF FILE: - TRAILER RECORD	 RI)SCEN
If the following; message appears, install FLIMS and LIMS and restart
the GRIT hatch runstream.
Prog ram or
Messay	 Subroutine
BAD INTERFACE; WITH LIMS IN SELECTING
AREA 01 : I NTERF.ST IMAGE: 11)	 SFLA I S
BAD STATUS FROM LIMS,  7 S'I AT= 2 	 SE LA I S
The fol lowing messages are oniv informative.
P rogram or
Message	 Subrout ine
NO SCENES SELECTED FROM TAPE: NO FURTHER
GH 1"f PROCESSING NECESSARY 	 GH I T
NUMBER OF HIGH DENSITY TAPES-	 --	 (14 1,
NUMBER OF SCENES= - - - 	 (1111'
If an y ot her message oc curs, the operator should enter ABO
when given the opportunit y b y the hatch run stream and inform
the supervisor or other respon0 h 1 e person.
1^
6.3 EXTRACT PROCESSOR
This processor removes images from the Dull Scene Data Base (on the
300 megabyte disks) and places them on the Search Area data Base.
It operates concurrently with the High Density Tape Reformatting
System (IIDTRS) which load~ images onto those di:,ks.
The processor examines all Landsat full scenes on the Dull Scene Data
Base that contain areas of interest, as interpreted by the GIIIT Processor.
Scenes are rejected if' registration is below rejection standard.
	 if the
registration is marginal, it extracts search areas which are areas of
interest with a surrounding fringe of pixels to allow translation (a crude
form of registration).
	 If rcctistration is good, it extracts the areas of
interest without fringes.
6.3.2 OPERATION
This processor must be run oil
	 Support Processor since it runs con-
currently with the 11DTRS.
	 It is called by the operator at a terminal.
It must he run after the GIIIT processor, and it must run alone in the
:,ystcm IVi th no CoITHIM1liCat ion wi th the computer whi le it is running.
0.3.3	 1NPUT
The Fu11 Scene Data Base on the 300-111egabyte disks is the only data
input.	 However, the high density tapes must be loaded onto the 11DTR5
(in the order specified by the CHIT Report) before the scenes can
he loaded onto that data base.
0 . 3 . 4 0tJTPUT
Extracted search areas and areas of interest are written to the search
area data base oil 	 LIVLS disk (an 88 megabyte disk).
	
"Phis is
transparent to the operator.
b.3.5 OPTIONS
There are none.
r
111) FRS
1111'1' R S
Uct loll
11/4S
light
and FXTRCT working;
to keep a disk
( in,licated by
and the DA disk
s indicate com-
F
6..x'. 6
 PROCLDURLS
1. Log on to the system in UIC [333,331
2. Mount two scratch RP06 disks on the DA0 and DAI disk drives
as foreign with the disk drives switches set for: 	 11120
ACCESS, 11/4S ACCESS, READ/WRITE.
3. Init iate the IID'I'RS on the PDP 11120 computer, noting; that the
IIDT should be positioned approximately 20 seconds before the
reported start time and that the IIDTRS program should be given
a start time approximately 10 seconds before the reported start
time. Note also that the reported stop time is in tenths of a
second granularity and should be rounded up o the next whole
second for input to 11D'I'RS. 	 Make both driv(: initially avail-
able to 11D'1'RS in the dual mode at 7.S inches per second for
MSS data.
4. Type IttiN EXTRUF0 after the IIDT !ias passod the ropoi ted start
time.
S.	 The operator will, if necessary, keep
on different disks by nwnual input to
husy if EXTRCT has not ^onlplcted cxtr
flashing light characteristics of the
drive - s t a t is I I/•15 1 igllts and no DA
pletion).
0. 3. 7 ERRORS AND D IAGNOS I I C
If one of the following messages occurs, the operator should
inform his supervisor or other responsible person.
Program or
Mess^^gc	 Subroutine
Y'RROR IN EXTRACTING SCI:NI: RECORDS,
STATUS :	 1' I N I 
ERROR IN READING SYSTEM PARAM1•TER
FILE	 RDPARM
END 01 FILL  ON SYSTEM PARAMFTF.R FILE
	 RDPARM
ERROR IN READING AC<<. DESC-A OF 1
RECORD, SCENE: No. - 	 RDACQD
RESULTS INCORRECT DUE TO CHANGE: IN
LATITUDE DIRECTION, SCENE LATITUDE,
AREA OF INTEREST LAT I TUDI.	 CCP I XL
BAD INTERFACE WITH L IMS IN SUBROUTINE:
HPDPCS	 UPDPCS
PARITY ERROR IN READING AREA OF INTEREST
DATA FROM REPORT FILE: 2	 RDAO1
END OF FILE  WHILE: READING AREA OF
INTEREST DATA ON REPORT FILE: 2	 RDAO1
READ SCENE, Al RECORD SCENE: NUMBER
SCENE: RECORD NUMBER =	 RDSCFN
Al SCENE NOT FOUND, Al SCVNE
SCENE: =	 RDSCEN
END OF FILE, NO SCENT RECORD FOR
SCENE:	 RDSC EN
Program or
Message
	 Subroutine
HAD INTERFACE: WIT" 1IMS IN SELECTING
AREA OF INTEREST I"AGF 11)	 SELAIS
BAD STATUS FROM LIMS, ISTAT =	 SFLAIS
If the following message appears, install FLTIS AND LTMS:
Program or
Message
	 Subroutine
FLIMS AND LI"1S NOT INSTALLED	 SELAIS
The following messages are only informative:
Program or
"Message
	
Subroutine
--- AREAS OF INTEREST PROCESSED.
END OF EXTRACT PROCESSING 	 FXTRCT
SCENT: ---, WRS INDICATES ---,
NOT ON DISK	 FXTRCT
^, Y
1) Log on to the syste.
2) Type RUN C:ONDTN(0T$
3) Operation is wholly
6.4 CONDITIONING PROCESSOR
6.4.1 DESCRIPTION
This processor examines areas of interest and search areas for cloud
cover.	 It also calculates biases and gains for adequate display of
images on the Image-100 and other display systems.
6.4.2 OPERATION
This processor must be used after the Extract Processor is complete,
and additionally after the Screening and Translation Processor is
usod for translations.
6.4.3 INPUT
Input consists of the Search Area Data Base, but is invisible t) the
operator.
6.4.4 OUTPUT
Output consists only of data in the Screening Map Data Base and
PC6 S Data Base, also invisible to the operator.
6.4.S OPTIONS
There are no options.
6.4.6 PROCEDURES
r,
A6.4.7 ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS
The following message is only advisory. -
THERE ARE NO DATA TO PROCESS, NORMAL TERMINATION
	 (C0NDTN)
If any of the following messages appear, there may he no way to
recover. They indicate errors in the data base.
DATA TO HE READ FROM THE PC&SDH WERE NOT WRITTEN
TO THE CONDTN.RP1 FILE: (STATUS - )
	 (CONDTN)
DATA TO HE UPDATED IN THE, PCt;SDH WERE NOT IIPDAT'ED
(STATUS = )	 (CONDTN)
CANNOT OPEN THL DATA FILE (STATUS = ) 	 (INTGP)
4)	 Rejected art., ., s Below lower
registration
thresholds
6 . 5 SCRE,VN 1 NC AND TRANSLATION
6.5.1	 Description
This processor allows a user or operator to screen and translate
images extracted from the Search Area Data Rase. 	 In the sense used
here, screening is the examination of an image on the television
screen of the Image-100, and the acceptance or rejection of that
scene.	 Screening and translation is the same, except that the user
may also choose to register the image to a reference image by simple
translation, and then accept or reject the translated image. These
instructions assume that the operator is familiar with operation of
the Image-100 system (ref. 2.5-8).
IAVLS uses two thresholds in the Ixtract Processor for uFe with the
registration duality threshold (QACLOM: duality assessment of geo-
graphical model) furnished in the header of the full Landsat scene.
It uses a single threshold for cloud cover, as a measure of the num-
ber of pixels classified as non-agriculture by the Conditioning Proc-
essor.	 "Their combined use results in the following; four image categories:
Classification
1)	 Automatically accepted
areas of interest (not
available for screening;
or translation)
Abstract
	
Conditioning
Processor	 Processor
Above
	
Above cloud
tipper registration threshold
threshold
in qua ity
2) Areas of interest	 Above	 Below cloud
that need to be	 Upper registration threshold
screened	 threshold
3) Search areas to	 Between	 Above or
he screened and, at	 upper and	 below
option of user, trans-	 lower	 cloud
lated	 registration	 threshold
thresholds
rWith	 these	 categories	 as ,	 guide, a	 Iverson	 at	 the	 Image	 100	 terminAl
will	 he presented	 areas from	 the second	 class	 for	 screening,	 which
implies only
	 that	 he ma y look	 at them,	 and	 decide	 whether	 to	 prr •.cr v (-
them or to	 reject	 them. He ma y not
	 translate
	 them.
Ile will also he presented search areas from the third class for
screening and translation to a reference image.
	 After translat ion,
he ma y
 either ac cept or rejec t each one.
In routine use of this processor a person will neither see, nor he
advised of the existence of, im q c's of the first or fourth O f.ts4.
However, this information will he accessible iv the I r ail y Data f; vc•,
and could be made the subject of reports.
h . 5 . 2	 0I'l:RAT 10N
In essence, the operator or user works with the image at the Kaye lot)
ter ►T1inaI .
	 lie views the irnage^• oil
	 television sc reen of that tore ► nal
and makes decisions interactivel y
 leading to acceptance or rrjcn ion of
areas of interest.
Because of the use of the Im;igv 100 terminal, this processor cin only
he operated in the Image Procv,sor.
h.5.3	 1NPUT
All input is	 transparent	 to the	 operator
	 or	 user.	 Imarer y 	KIN	 t omu	 from
the Search Area	 Data	 fuse. Reference
	 imagcs	 come	 from	 the
	
ioference	 IMJQe
data base. Other	 data	 come from	 the	 Dail y 	Data
	 Base.
b . 5 . 4	 nl TPUT
Output is .alno tr,c " . parent. .Annotations arcs
 made to the Dail y
 Data Haqu.
0.5.5 OPTIONS
These is very wide variety of o p tions to the user or operator,
available at every point in which he needs to respond. At almost
any time, instead of furnishing the requested informaiton, the
user may furnish any of the resno,.,;es shown b o low,	 For the most
part these responses have consequences that re easily under-
stood. However, it should be noted that HELP causes that same
list to be furnished, and -LOPS!; or -SHORT causes the system to
furnish full or abbreviated messages,
COMMAND ENTRIES:
-EXIT CLOSE ALL FILES AND TERMINATE: PROCESSING
-LONG SET FLAG TO GIVE LONG FORM OF MESSAGE
-SHORT GET FLAG FOR SHORT FORM OF MESSAGES
-11E?LP GIVE THIS LIST OF COMMANDS
-RESTART STOP CURRENT PROCESS AND ACCEPT NEW USER ID
-LIST GIVE: LIST OF AREAS AVAILABLE FOR PROCESSING
-ALTER EXHIBIT DISPLAY WINDOW PARAMETERS AND ALLOW CHANGES
-DEFAliLT USE DEFAULT DISPLAY WINDOW PARAMETERS
-BACKUP REPEAT T'HE IMMEDIATELY PREVIOUS OPERATION"
-SKIP SKIP THE AREA NOW IN PROCESS
-SI:I,ECT SELECT A PARTICULAR AREA FOR PROCESSING
-REJECT MARK CURRENT AREA REJECTED
-ACCEPT MARK CURRENT AREA ACCEPTED
-FORCE ACCEPT SEARCH AREAS WITH THOSE VALUES
6.5.6 PROCEDURES
The fundamental procedures are the screening of areas of interest, des-
cribed in 6.5.6.1 below, and the screening and translation of search areas,
in 6.5.6.2. Other operations are discussed in 6.5.6.3 procedures. The
person using this processor must have "LIVES" mounted oil 	 "LIVES2"
mounted on I)B2, log onto the lriage Processor oil 	 in ll1C [333,331,
and type RUN SCRNTR® .
6.5.6.1
	 Screening
If the system furnishes an image for screening, the message will he
in the following form:
AREA ccnnnn FOR SCREENING
YOU CAN: ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN
THIS AREA, -SKIP TO NEXT AREA IN
ALI, EXISTING AREAS, -SELECT YOUR
AREA OR CHOOSE TO -ALTER OR TAKE
WINDOW PARAMETERS, OR -EXIT,
I'0 BEiGIN PROCESSING
THE LIST - L i ST
OWN CE101 h. FOR NEXT
-I11:FAULT DISPLAY
To cause the scene to be shown on the television screen with default
values of display parameters the user merely depresses the carriage
return key. If he wishes to change the display parameters, lie types
-ALTER, and display parameters appear in order to be altered. To stop
inserting changes, the operator types END, and the image is displayed.
/' 
3`g
On display, the system presents the following message:
AREA ccnnnn FOR SCREENING. AFTER
VIEWING DISPLAYED IMAGE, ENTER -A
TO ACCEPT OR -R TO REJECT IMAGE.
By typing -A, the operator accepts the scene. By typing -R, he rejects it.
Ile may also deter decision by typing -SKIP. 	 In all these cases, the sys-
tem automatically proceeds to the next scene needing action by the operator.
If accepted, the scene will be preserved and may later be written to a
CCT.	 If rejected, it will be so flagged in the PCF,S data base and it
will not be available to be written to a CCT. However, these actions
do not occur until a user has logged off.
A sample procedure leading to the saving of a scene is shown in
figure 6.5.1. The operator has specified the long form of messages
by typing -LONG.
6.5.6.2 Screening and Translation
If an area may be registered by translation, a message will identify
it as a search area in the following way:
SEARCH AREA XXXXXX FOR TRANSLATION
The following are the steps required to translate an image and accept
or reject it.
1) Pick a control point by positioning the cursor, as requested by
the system, and type e carriage return.
2) Accept the default parameters for display of control point
neighborhood by typing a carriage return.
3) The neighborhood of the control point will appear on the screen
to the right, (provided the correct color buttons are depressed,
as specified by the message on the terminal screen).
r-
39
MCR', IIFI, ( 33 3. 33)
TASK NAME:> L I VES
YOUR NAME > GOODE:
MCR> RUN S(:ItN l'it$
SCREENING AND TRANSLATION PROCESSOR 3(1-MAR-79 15'51'47
USER 1.1).
11$
11
AREA 111234 FOR SCREENING
>HELP$
HELP
COMMAND ENTRIES'
-EXIT CLOSE ALL FILES AND TERMINATE: PROCESSING
-LONG SET FLAG TO GIVE LONG FORM OF MESSAGES
-SHORT SET FLAG FOR SHORT FORM OF MESSAGES
-HELP GIVE THIS LIST OF COMMANDS
-RESTART STOP CURRENT PROCESS AND ACCEPT NEW USER ID.
-LIST GIVE LIST OF AREAS AVAILABLE FOR PROCESSING
-ALTER EXHIBIT DISPLAY WINDOW AND ALLOW CHANGES
-DEFAULT USE DEFAULT DISPLAY WINDOW PARAMETERS
-BACKUP REPEAT THE IMMEDIATELY PREVIOUS OPERATION
-SKIP SKIP THE AREA NOW IN PROCESS
-SELECT SELECT A PARTICULAR AREA FOR PROCESSING
-REJECT MARK CURRENT' AREA REJECTED
-ACCEPT' MARK CURRENT AREA ACCEPTED
-FORCE READ TRANSLATION OFFSET DX, DY FROM KEYBOARD AND
ACCEPT SEARCH AREAS WITH THOSE VALUES
LIST$
LISP
** LISP OF AREAS FOLLOWS. PLEASE CLEAR SCOPE.
** ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN READY.
AREA 111234 FOR SCREENING
SEARCH AREA 112468 FOR TRANSLATION
SEARCH AREA 115678 FOR TRANSLATION
RESTARTING SEARCH AT BEGINNING OF LIST
AREA 111234 FOR SCREENING
LONG$
LONG
YOU CAN:ENTFR CARRIAGE RETURN TO BEGTN PROCESSING
THIS AREA, -SKIP TO NEXT AREA IN THE LIST, -LIST
ALL EXISTING ARFA ), -NAME YOUR 01';N CHOICE FOR NEXT
AREA, OR CHOOSE TO -MODIFY OR TAKE -DEFAULT DISPLAY
WINDOW PARAMETERS, OR -EXIT.
F I GURF 6: 5. 1
SAMPLE PROCEDURE FOR SCRFFN ING
(CONTINUED)
yQ
SELECT$
SELECT
SPECIFY AREA OF INTEREST BY FOUR-DIGIT NUMBER.
1234$
1234
AREA 111234 FOR SCREENING
YOU CAN: ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN TU BEGIN PROCESSING
THIS AREA, -SKIP TO NEXT AREA IN THE LIST, -LIST
ALL EXISTING AREAS, -NAME YOUR OWN CHOICE FOR NEXT
AREA, OR CHOOSE TO -MODIFY OR TAKE -DEFAULT DISPLAY
WINDOW PARAMETERS, OR -EXIT.
AFTER VIEWING DISPLAYED IMAGE ENTER
-A TO ACCEPT OR -R TO REJECT IMAGE.
ALTER$
ALTER
** PLEASE CLEAR YOUR SCREEN FOR LIST OF PARAMETERS.
** ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN READY.
$
WINDOW 1	 FULL AREA
DISPLAY POSITION
LINE
RASTER
SIZE-DISPLAY
NUMBER OF LINES
NUMBER OF RASTERS
SIZE-IN SOURCE FILES
NUMBER OF LINES
NUMBER OF PIXELS
STATUS - DEFAULT
SOURCE
START LINE
START PIXEL
BAND
REFRESH CHANNEL
BIAS
BAND 4
BAND 5
BAND 6
BAND 7
GAIN
BAND 4
	
3.1
BAND 5
	 3.1
BAND 6
	 3.1
BAND 7 3.1
**KEY-IN VALUE TO CHANGE (FARM = VAL)**
****KEY-IN END WHEN FINISHED.****
FIGURE6.5.1(CONTINUED)
160
488
512
117
197
SEARCH AREA
00
1
-5.1
-5.1
LINE = 30$
**K1iY- IN VALUE.
""KEY-IN END
RASTER n 30S
**KEl-IN VALUE
****KEY- IN END
END$
TO CHANGE' (PARM = VAL) **
WHEN FINISHED .****
TO CHANGE (PARM = VAL)**
WHEN FINISHED ****
** PLEASE CLEAR YOUR SCREEN FOR LIST OF PARAMETERS.
** ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN WHEN READY.
S
WINDOW 1
	 FULL AREA
DISPLAY POSITION
LINE 30
RASTER 30
SIZE-DISPLAY
NUMBER OF LINES 488
NUMBER OF RASTERS 512
SIZE-IN SOURCE FILES
NUMBER OF LINES 117
NUMBER OF PIXELS 197
STATUS - MODIFIED
SEARCH AREA
SOURCE
START LINE 0
START PIXEL 0
BAND 0
REFRESH	 CHANNEL 1
BIAS
BAND 4 -5.1
BAND 5 -5.1
BAND 6 -5.1
BAND 7 -5.1
GAIN
BAND 4 3.1
BAND 5 3.1
BAND 6 3.1
BAND 7 3.1
AFTER VIEWING DISPLAYED IMAGE ENTER
-A TO ACCEPT OR -R TO REJECT IMAGE.
A$
A
SEARCH AREA 112468 FOR TRANSLATION
YOU CAN ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN TO BEGIN PROCESSING
THIS AREA, -SKIP TO NEXT AREA IN ThL, LIST, -LIST
ALL EXISTING AREAS, -NAME YOUR OWN CHOICE: FOR NEXT
AREA, OR CHOOSE TO -MODIFY OR TAKE -DEFAULT DISPLAY
WINDOW PARAMETERS, OR -EXIT.
FIGURE 6.S.I
(CONCLUDED)
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4) The neighborhood of the control point on the reference image will
appear on another channel specified b y a message. Display that
channel by depressing buttons on the Image-100 console.
5) In response to a message, display the reference image and position
the cursor oil
	 corresponding point on the reference image, and
then depress the ESCAPE key.
6) In response to a message, display the original image, position
the cursor on the original control point neighborhood, and
depress the ESCAPE key.
7) Select another control point on the original image (not on the
first control point neighborhood). Move the cursor to it and
depress ESCAPE.
8) Repeat Steps 2) through 6) for this point. At this time, if the
translation required of the first control point is within a single
pixel of that for the second control point, the system advises acceptance.
If the values are within a single pixel, the operator should probably
choose to accept by typing -A.
If lie chooses to reject the entire image, he should type -it.
If he chooses to postpone a decision, he may type -SKIP to go
on to the next area.
If the registration is not within one pixel, repeat steps 2)
through 6).
If any two of the three registrations are within a single pixel,
the system advises acceptance. The operator may accept, reject, or
postpone, as shown above.
If none are within a pixel, the system advises rejection. Again,
the operator may accept, reject, or postpone. lie may also elect to
force a translate by furnishing the two line and pixel translations
by typing -FORCE and furnishing the translations.
Figure 6.5-2 presents a typical nrocedure for translating and
accepting an image. The operator has specified the long fora of
messages.
F`
6-
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SELECT$
SELECT
SPECIFY AREA OF INTEREST BY TOUR-DIGIT NUMBER.
2468$
2468
SEARCH AREA 112468 FOR TRANSLATION
YOU CAN: ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN TO BEGIN PROCESSING
THIS AREA, -SKIP TO NEXT AREA IN THE LIST, -LIST
ALL EXISTING AREAS, -NANIE YOUR OWN CHOICE FOR NEXT
AREA, OR CHOOSE: TO -MODIFY OR TAKE -DEFAULT DISPLAY
WINDOW PARAMETERS, OR -EXIT.
YOU CAN: ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN TO BEGIN PROCESSING
THIS AREA, -SKIP TO NEXT AREA IN THE LIST, -LIST
ALL EXISTING AREAS, -NAME YOUR OWN CHOICE FOR NEXT
AREA, OR CHOOSE TO -MODIFY OR TAKE -DEFAULT DISPLAY
WINDOW PARAMETERS, OR -EXIT.
SELECT SUB-AREA FOR CONTROL POINTI
POSITION CURSOR ON REFERENCE IMAGE AND
THEN ENTER KEYBOARD CARRIAGE RETURN..
$
YOU CAN: ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN TO BEGIN PROCESSING
THIS AREA, -SKIP TO NEXT AREA IN THE LIST, -LIST
ALL EXISTING AREAS, -NAME YOUR OWN CHOICE FOR NEXT
AREA, OR CHOOSE TO -MODIFY OR TAKE -DEFAULT DISPLAY
WINDOW PARAMETERS, OR -EXIT.
>
IMAGE IS IN REFRESH CHANNEL 2
'fc4AGE: IS IN REFRESH CHANNFL 5
GIVE REFERENCE IMAGE FOR CONTROL POINT 1
POSITION CURSOR ON REFERENCE IMAGE, THEN GIVE
CARRIAGE RETURN.
"RETURN SUB-AREA IN REFRESH CHANNEL 2
GIVE SEARCH AREA LOCATION OF CONTROL POINT I.
POSITION CURSOR ON SEARCH AREA SUB-IMAGE, THEN
GIVE CARRIAGE, RETURN.
FIGURE 6.5.2
SAMPLE PROCEDURE FOR SCRFENING AND TRANSLATION
(CONTINUED)
/_ V I
1A	 4 Dl' -	 la
1'0INT 2
I?.L1GE AND
RETURN.
CONTROL. POINT 1 017 FSE'I*S : DX
SELLCT SUES-ARL• A FOR CONTROL
POSITION CURSOR ON REFERENCE
THEN ENTER KEYBOARD CARRIAGE
S
YOU CAN: ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN TO REGIN PROCESSING
THIS AREA, -SKIP TO NEXT AREA IN THE LIST, -LIST
ALL EXISTING AREAS, -NAME. YOUR OWN CHOICE I-OR NEXT
AREA, Oil CHOOSE TO -NIODIFY OR TAKE -DEFAULT DISPLAY
WINDOW PARAMETERS, OR -EXIT.
IMAGE IS IN REFRESH CHANNEL 2
IMAGE IS IN REFRESH CHANNEL S
GIVE. REFERENCE IMAGE FOR CONTROL, POINT 2
POSITION CURSOR ON REFERENCE IMAGE, THEN GIVE
CARRIAGE RETURN.
s
"RETURN SUB-AREA IN REFRESH CHANNEL 2
GIVE SEARCH AREA LOCATION OF CONTROL POINT 2
POSITION CURSOR ON SEARCH AREA SUB-IMAGE, THEN
GIVE CARRIAGE RETURN.
CONTROL POINT 2 OFFSETS: DX -	 4 DY -	 6
DIFFERENCE IN OFFSETS OF CONTROL POINTS
POINT 1 TO POINT 2 DDX -	 0 DDY	 rZ
DIFFERENCES ARE WITHIN TOLERANCES.
ENTER CARRIAGE RETURN TO ACCEPT NEW IMAGE
AND CONTINUE.
A$
A
AT THIS TIME FOR USER ID 11 THERE ARE NO IDIAGES
FILES IN THE QUEUE FOR SCREENING OR TRANSLATION
AND NOT ALREADY PROCESSED.
YOU CAN: -EXIT AND RESTART WITH A DIFFERENT USE
I.D. -LIST EXISTING AREAS.
EXIT$
EXIT
STMMP NORMAL EXIT
SCRNTR -- STOP
FIGURE6.5.2 (CONCLUDED)
SAMPLE PROCED:;	 FOr SCREENING AND TRANSLATION
6.5.6.3 Other Operations
This processor was designed for the convenience of the person using
it and incorporates a wide variety of options. An operator may return
to the previous query at any time by typing -BACKUP. Ile may obtain a
list of areas being processed by -LIST (he should note, however, that
the list is not changed during a session; it is changed only after a
person types -EXIT to leave the processor.) He can defer decision by
typing -SKIP, or he can force a registration by typing -FORCE. Ile can
also change display parameters by typing -ALTER, and refer to system
display parameters by typing -DEFAULT.
6.5.7 ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS
If the following error message appears the operator should inform a
responsible person in LIVES:
***** SCRNTR ABORT. STAT - mm **** (error condition detected during
access to PC$S Data Base.)
`	 3
4
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6.6 CCT PROCESSOR
6.6.1 DESCRIPTION
This processor writes areas of interest to computer compatible tapes
(CCT's).
6.6.2 OPERATION
The processor can be activated at any time, but will only write areas
that have been accepted automatically or accepted in screening and
translation operations.
6.6.3	 INPUT
All data input is invisible to the o perator. It consists of scenes
on the Search Area Data Base.
6.6.4 OUTPUT
Output consists of CCT's on which areas of interest are written.
6.6.5 OPTIONS
An operator may specify that all areas of interest be written, in
which CCT's are produced which contain all areas of interest for
all users, segregated by user (only one user on any given tape).
lie may specify all areas for a given User ID, or he can specify one
or more areas of the same user ID. The choice is given in the
following words:
1. Output all areas of interest for all user ID's.
2. Output all areas of interest for current user ID.
3. Output only areas of interest requested.
4. Exit.
C
0-7
a
6.6.6 PROCEDURE
1. Log on to the system in U I C (333,331.
2. Mount output tape as foreign.
3. Type RUN CCTGEN@.
4. Upon request, enter User ID.
S. Upon request, enter tape drive and unit.
6. Note data for tape label as displayed.
7. Upon request, enter Option No.
8. Respond to subsequent instructions regarding mounting of
tapes, tape labels, and options.
6.6.7 ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS
For the following error cases, there is no remedial Action to be
taken by the operator, other th an doing; a LIVES Recovery Procedure.
If the error persists, the operator should inform his supervisor.
XXX CCTGEN ABORT. STAT - XX STOP BAD STAT
OPEN FAILURE ON IMDB, ISTA - XX PROGRAM CCTGEN TERMINATED
READ ERROR FROM FVREAD, IOST - XX STOP
WRITE ERROR FROM WRTLIN IERR n XX STOP
DATA BASI: 01 1 1 RA'T'IONS AND L VIS
An operator will he called upon to perform several operations which
involve the duster (Archive) Data Base and t he Dail y 1 ► .+t, ► Base.
These o p erations are described under the following; headings.
Add Area-of-Interest Definitions 	 l7
Mo.lify Area-of Interest Definitions 	 (7. -i
Delete Area-of-Interest Definitions 	 (7.3)
Preparing Programmed Reoorts	 (7.•1)
Archive Update Process	 (7,5)
Sure and Restore Master (Archive) Data Base 	 (7.h)
Recovery Process
	 (7.7)
Other Data Base Oper• at ions	 ( 7.8 )
All of these operations but the lust can be run with instructions in-
cluded here. The last requires specialised knowledge of LIMS. Ref-
erences in section 7.8 w i I I g;uiLie t!ie o ►)crator to source documents
rather than furnish instructions.
7. 1	 AD 1) ARLA - OF- INT IiRFST 1)ITINITIONS
1.1 DLSCR1PT1ON
f'h.s batch program writes nel•, area-of-interest definitions onto the
Muster (Archive) Data Ba:.e.
7.1.2	 OP 1; I1ATION
This nrogram can be used at any time exce p t during; (MIT or LX1'RCT
runs.	 It must be used bei'or'e a cycle is initiated if the definition
is to be used in that cycle.
7. 1.3	 I N PUT
Area of Interest input data are oil 	 The u;cr furnishes data
cards, and the operator loads them into the card reader when requested
by the batch runstream.
The user-furnished cards must have a certain f,,rm, which is described
next.
^9
In a given deck, for each area of interest to be added there must
be one "Add Area of Interest Transaction Card" fo:lowed by a pair
of "Area of Interest (Sitep' cards. For exam p le, a sample deck
might be as follows:
Add Area of Interest Transaction card (for first area of interest)
First Area of Interest (Site) card (for first area of interest)
Continuation Area of Interest (Site) card (for first area of interest)
Auld Area of Interest Transaction card (for second area of interest)
First area of Interest (Site) card (for second area of interest)
Continuation Area of Interest (Site) card (for second area of interest)
The exact format is given in figure 7.1-1.
An additional input is the World Reference System Row-Path Tablet
which is a file that is resident on the system disk in UFD [333,33).
7.1.4 UUTPUT
uutput consists of changes in the Master (Archive) Data Rase and
the printer output from the batch run, which shoula be given to
the user with his ,input cards.
7.1.5 OPTIONS
There are none.
ADD ARE; OF INTEREST TRANSACTION CARD
Column Format Contents
2 'A' L.,rd	 Identifier Field	 -	 Must be an	 W.
4-19 AA... AA Countr; name.	 Only	 leftmost	 six	 characters
will	 be L:rried	 by	 LIVES.
11-24 DDDD Region.	 Only	 rightmost	 two digits will	 be
carried by	 LIVES.
26-2^ DDDD Zone.
31-34 DDDD Strata.
51-52 DD User	 ID.	 An	 identification number associated
_
with a uarticular user project. 	 The number
can range	 from ,	 through 19 and must be
right-justified	 and	 blank-filled.
54-61 DD ... DD Reserved for use b	 (IVES.	 The current date
at:	 time will	 e placed here	 in the	 input card
images on disk	 in a YDDDIIIIMM format.
First Area of Interest	 (Site)	 Card
2 12' Card	 Identifier	 Field	 -	 Must	 he	 a	 12'.
4-7 nDDD Site on Area of	 Interest	 ID.	 Number may range
— ^ from 0001 through 9997
9 n Segment Type.
r-
A	 Crop Type.
AAAAAAA	 Area of Interest Center point Latitude. Format
is .where is an or ort i or an
'S' forSouth, DDD must ?,c degrees from 000
through090, and MM must he minutes from 00
through 59.
AAAAAAA	 Area of Interest Center Point Lon itude. Format
its , DD/4P wh ere X is an or East—or a 'N'
for (Vest, DDD must be degrees from 000 through
180, and "M must he minutes from 00 through 59.
D	 Yilm Processing Flag.
DDDD	 Color Codes Field.
Second Area of Interest (Site) Card
^A	 Card Identifier Field - *lust be a 131.
DDDD
	
Site or Area of Interest ID - same number
as on the 1 2' card.
DDDD
	
Acquisition Start Date in 'iDDn format, where
Y is the last digit of the year, and DDD is the
Julian day of the year.
11
13-19
21-27
29
31-34
2
4-7
10-13
52-55
	
DDDD
	
Acquisition Stop Date in YDDD format.
Figure 7.1-1
Cards for Addition of Area of Interest Desci°iption
x
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7.1.6 PROCEDURE
1. Log on to the system in UIC	 15,5J.
2. Start the batch via BAT [333,33]AOIADD $	 .
3. Load the data cards into the reader when requested by the
batch run.
4. At run completion return the data cards and printer output
to the user.
7.1.7 ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS
The following messages point out problems with input cards. If
it is feasible to correct the nroblem, the curds may be resub-
mitted. If not, the card deck should be returned to the user with
a copy of the message.
Till: INPUT CARD CONTAINS DATA WHICH ARE INCOMPATIBLE'
WITH THE FORMAT TYPE
Tin'. IM,wr CARD CONTATNS AN INVAAID AREA OF INTEREST ID
THE: INPUT CARD SEQUENCE IS INCORRECT OR Till; CARD
IDENTIFIER MISSING Oil INCGRRIICT
Tmil INPUT CARD HAS AN INVALID USER ID
The following message will normally occur in connection with one
of the above. If it occurs alone there is no way for the operator
to recover directly, and he should inform his supervisor.
DATA FROM INPUT RECORD WIRE NOT ADDED
s^-
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7.2.5 OPTIONS
None.
7.2 MODIFY (UPDATE) AREA-OF-INTEREST DEFINITIONS
7.2.1 DESCRIPTION
This batch program makes changes in the area-of-interest descriptions
resident in the Master (Archive) Data Base.
7.2.2 OPERATION
The program can be used any time (except during GRIT or HTRCT runs) previous
to the cycle in which the area-of-interest definition is to be used.
7.2.3	 INPUT
Input is also by cards. Again, the user furnishes data cards, and
the operator loads them when requested by the batch run.
A user may change any field in an Area-of-Interest definition
(except User ID, Area-of-Interest II) and location) by submitting
cards in the format shown in figure 7.2-1. Only the fields which
contain data will be changed in the data base; i.e., a blank field
will cause the existing value in that field to be retained. Each
change transaction must consist of all three cards of the set
(same layout as for additions) even though no field may be changing
on a particular card
7.2.4 OUTPUT
The output consists of changes in the Faster (Archive) Data Base
and the printer report. Requested changes are not made to the
Master Data Base if the area of interest records are not found in
the data base. For these area of interest records a listing will
be produced on the line printer in addition to the changes or
deletions made.
CIIANGI: AREA OF INTEREST TRANSACTION CARD
Column Format Contents
2 Oct Card	 Identifier	 Field	 -	 Must	 be a	 'C'
4-19 AA ... AA Country name.	 Only leftmost six characters
will	 be carried by LIVES.
21-24 DDDD Region.	 Only rightmost	 two digits will	 he
carried by LIVES.
26-29 DDDD Zone.
31-34 DDDD Strata.
51-52 DD User	 ID.	 An identification number associated
with a particular user project.
	 The number can
range	 from 1
	 through 1.9 and must be right-
justified and	 blank-filled.
54-61 DD ... DD Reserved for use bX LIVES. 	 The current date and
time will	 e placed	 sere in the input card images
on disk	 in a YDDDIFIFMM format.
First Area of Interest (Site) Card
2	 12'	 Card Identifier Field - Must be a 121.
4-7
	 DDDD	 Site or Area of Interest ID. Number may range
from 0001 t roug	 .
9 D Segment Type.
11 A Crop Type.
29 11 Fiim	 Processing Field.
31-34 DDDD Color Codes	 Field.
Second Area of Interest	 (Site)	 Card
2 1 3' Card	 Identifier	 Field	 -	 "lust	 be	 a	 131.
4-7 DDDD Site or	 Area of Interest	 JD	 - same number as
on	 the	 1 2'	 card.
10-13 DDDD Acquisition Start Date in YDDD format, where Y
is the last digit of the year, and DDD is the
.Julian day of the year.
52-55 DDDD Acquisition Stop Date in YDDD format.
Figure 7.2-1
Cards for Change of Area of Interest Description
7.2.6 PROCEDURE
1. Log on to the system in UIC [5,5].
2. Start the batch run via BAT (333,33]AOIUPCQ
3. Luad the data cards into the reader when requested by the
batch run.
4. At run completion, return the data cards and printer output
to the user.
7.2.7 ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS
The following messages point out problems with input cards. If
it is feasible to correct the problem, the cards may be resubmitted.
If not, the card deck should be returned to the user with a copy
of the message.
THE INPUT CARD CONTAINS DATA WHICH ARE INCOMPATIBLE
WITH THE FORMAT TYPE
THE INPUT CARD CONTAINS AN INVALID AREA OF INTEREST ID
THE INPUT CARD SEQUENCE IS INCORRECT OR THE CARD
IDF.NTIFIFR IS MISSING OR INCORRECT
THE INPUT CARD HAS AN INVALID USER ID
The following message will normally occur in connection with one
of the above. If it occurs alone there is no way for the operator
to recover directly, and he should inform his supervisor.
DATA TO BE UPDATED FROM THE DATA BASE WERE NOT PRINTED
(STATUS - ---)
7
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7.3 DFLETL AREA-OF-INTEREST DEFINTTIONS
This batch program removes definitions from the Master (Archive)
Data Base. To be reinstated, the procedure in 7.1 must be executed.
7.3.4 OPERATION
The program can be executed at any time except during GMT or EXTRCT
runs. The area-of-interest definition will not be available in the
succeeding cycle of operation.
7.3.3	 INPUT
The user furnishes data cards, and the operator loads them into the
reader when requested by the batch run.
The user-furnished cards are described in figure 7.3-1. There is only
one input card per area of interest to be deleted.
7.3.4 OUTPUT
Changes in the Master Data Base and the printer report are the only
output. Requested deletions are not made to the "taster Data Base
if the area of interest records are not found in the data base.
For these areas of interest records a listing will be produced on
the line printer in addition to the changes or deletions made.
7.3.5 OPTIONS
There are none.
7.3.6 PROCEDURE
1. Log on to the system in UIC (5,5].
2. Start the batch run via BAT (333,33]AOIDEL® .
3. Load tb:• data cards into the reader when re q uested by the
batch run.
4. At run completion, return the data cards and the printer
report to the user.
.s^
7.3.7 ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS
The following messages point out problems with input cards. If
it is feasible to correct the problem, the cards may be resubmitted.
If not, the card deck should be returned to the user with a copy
of the message.
THE INPUT CARD CONTAINS DATA WHICH ARE INCOMPATIBLE
WITH THE FORMAT TYPE
AREA-OF-INTEREST ID NOT FOUND IN THE DATA BASE --
SIDE ID -- USER ID --
THE INPUT CARD CONTAINS AN INVALID AREA-OF-INTEREST ID
THE INPUT CARD IDENTIFIER IS INCORRECT OR MISSING
THE INPUT CARD HAS AN INVALID USER ID
The following messages will normally occur in connection with one
of the above. If one of these occur alone there is no way for the
operator to recover directly, and he should inform his supervisor.
DATA TO BE DELETED FROM THE DATA BASE WERE NOT DELETED
(STATUS - ---)
DATA TO BE DELETED FROM THE DATA BASE WERE NOT PRINTED
(STATUS - ---)
DELETE AREA OF INTEREST TRANSACTION CARD
Column Format Contents
2 'D' Card	 Identifier Field	 - Must be a	 'D'.
4-7 DDDD Site or Area of Interest ID.	 Number may range
from 0001 through	 .
51-52 DD User	 ID. Number may range from 1 through 19
_
and must be right-justified and blank-filled.
r
Figure 7.3-1
Card for Deleting of Area of Interest Description
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7.4 PREPARING PROGRAMMED REPORTS
7.4.1 DESCRIPTION
Two reports have been preprogrammed:
Extraction Processing Summary
Screening and Registration Processing Summary
Both are available on submission of a batch program. In addition,
other reports can be prepared at will by an operator with sufficient
working knowledge of LIMS (see section 7.7).
7.4.2 OPERATION
These programs, which consist of command files, can be run at
any time except during the CHIT or EXTRCT runs.
7.4.3 INPUT
The operator obtains these reports from operations at the
operator terminal. See section 7.4.6 below.
7.4.4 OUTPUT
The output consists of the requested reports on the line printer.
Sample reports are shown in figure 7.4-1 and 7.4-2.
7.4.5 OPTIONS
There are no options. Reports are only generated as they have been
preprogrammed.
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SAMPLE REPORT
7. 4.6 PROCEDURES
1. Log on to UIC [5,5].
2. Ready "LIVES" on DB1 and enter MOU DBI:LIVES.
3. Type BAT [333,33]DLYRPT ®.
4. Operation is fully automatic. Recover reports from line printer.
7.4.7 ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS
None
7.5 ARCHIVE UPDATE PROCESS
7.5.1 DESCRIPTION
This process transfers all scene and acquisition description records
from the Daily PC&S Data Base to the blaster Data Rase for archiving.
7.5.2 OPERATION
This batch job is executed toward the end of a LIVES daily process-
ing cycle, after all desired CCT's have been created and before the
Master Data Base save.
7. 5. 3	 INPUT
This job reads its input data directly from the PCF,S Data Base.
7.S.4 OUTPUT
This job writes its output data directly into the Master Data Base.
As a batch job, it creates a printer listing labeled "ARCUPD".
7.5.5 OPTIONS
There are no options.
7. 5.6 PROCEDURES
1. Log on to ( 5 , 5) .
2. mount the LIVES disk on DB1 if necessary by entering MOU DBI:LIVES.
3. Enter BAT [333,33]ARCUPDG).
7.5.7 ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS
None
7.6 SAVE AND RESTORE MASTER (ARCHIVE) DATA BAST:
After all operations of a daily cycle of LIVES have been completed,
the operator will save the Master Data Base to a tape. This tape will
be kept one week as a backup to the disk files, The following steps
will be executed:
1. Log on to [S,51.
2. Ready a scratch tape with a write ring, on drive MTx, where x is
0 or 1.
3. Enter INI MTx:mmddhh/IJIC-[333,33] where
01 mm 12 is the current month number,
01 dd 31 is the current day number, and
00 Iih 23 is the current hour number.
4. Enter MOU MTx:/OVR.
S.	 Enter PIP 11'rx: [333,33]-DBO: [333,33]L"1DB.*/I:0
6. Enter PIP M,Tx:[333,33]/LI and verify that the following files
are shown to be on the tape:
LNDB . R1
LMDB.R2
I.MDB . R3
L NIDB. 114
LMDB. LCK
7. Enter DMO 11Tx: and attach a physical label to the tape identifying
it as a LIVES Archive Backun, with the date and time of creation
and the drive on which it was mounted ( I li' or 'I').
Whereas the save operation will be done at the end of every cycle,
the restore oneration will only be done when the current system disk
copy of the Master Data Base is determined to be unusable. At this
point, the save tape from the nrevious cycle will be readied without
a write ring on r1Tx and the operator will execute the following steps:
b3
i1.	 Loft on to 15,51.
2 ,	 linter MOIL tTrx : /OVR
3. Check that the label printed at the console is the desired date
and hour.
4. Enter 11 11' (333,33]LMD13,*;* /Dli.
S. linter 11 11) DRO:(333,33)-^!'I'x:(333,33]/ ► ^0
G.	 linter PIP [333,33JLMDB.*/I,I and verify that the follovAng files
are shown to be on D130:
1,`fU l3 . R 1
LMDI3. R2
LMDl3 , R3
L"1DB . R4
LP1DI3 . LCK
7.	 linter DM0 P1Tx: and return tape to its storage location.
7.7 IMCOX'FRY PROCESS
7. 7. 1
	
DESCRI PTION
The LIVES Recovery Process provides a means of re-establishing a
working environment for LIVES after loss of that environment clue to
some event such as a com puter crash. Using; the recovery nrocess
allows LIVES to continue its normal p rocessing without hnving to
repeat all of the clay's p revious processing.	 LIVES will resume nt
the beginning of the transaction (handling of one area-of-interest)
on which it was working at the time of the trouble.
7.7.2 OPERATION
LIVES Recovery is a batch run which needs to be run only if one of
the EXTRCT, CONDTN, SCRN'I'R, or CCTCIiN processor;. was active at the
time of the trouble.	 If no LIVI'.S processors were active, nothing
needs to be done to recover LIVES. 	 If one of the RH'LOD, G111T,
AOIADD, AOIIIPD, AOIDL-L, DLYRPT, or ARCUPD p rocessors was active at
the time of the trouble, that nrocessor is to just be restarted from
its beginning point.
7Y
r7. 7.3
	
INPUT
There is no data input from the operator when the LIVES recovery
batch run is executed.
7. 7.4 OUTPUT
As a batch run, LIVES Recovery produces a p rinter :output labeled
"LIVESR". Contained within this listing is a report which tells
which areas-of-interest had been nrocessed by which LIVES processors
at the time of the trouble. Also, at the operator's console, ad-
visory messages are nrinted as the Peripheral Interface Processor
(PIP) attempts to unlock files which are not locked. One other
message is printed at the operator's console, taking one of the two
following forms:
**CURRENT COPY OF LIVES DATA BASE IS VALID.**
meaning that the PC&S Data Base had not been interrupted during an
update and consequently its structure is still valid, or
**LIVES DATA BASE UNDERGOING RESTORATION.**
**ANY USER ONLINE DIRECT UPDA'T'ES ARE LOST.**
meaning that the PC&S Data Base was interrunted during an update
session and consequently its structure might be invalid. So the
LIVES Recovery batch job is reinitializing the PC&S Data Base to its
creation status (just after GIIIT run) and is re-an p lying all up-
dates that had occurred today from the EXTRCT, CONDTN, SCRNTR, and
C CTGEN processors. The fact is noted that if anyone updated the
PC&S Data Base directly from a terminal, that update is lost.
7.7.5 OPTIONS
There are no options available to the operator when running the LIVES
recovery batch job.
7.7.6 PROCEDURES
1. Log on to [5,5].
2. Enter BAT [333,33]LI'vESRCVY ® .
G^
3. At the completion of the batch restart, via the normal procedure,
the LIVE'S processor that was active at the time of the trouble.
7.7.7 ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS
None
7.8 OTHER DATA BASE OPERATIONS
An operator may query either data base at any time, with a single
exception: he may not query the Daily Data Base while the GRIT
Processor is running. Fie may also modify information in either
data base, with the same restriction.
For this function it must be assumed that the operator has background
knowledge of use of LIMS, or of RIMS, its predecessor. This manual
cannet furnish sufficient information for a user to perform these
functions without such a background. It should be noted that most
users of RIMS and LIMS are programmers, or have a depth of knowledge
of the art of programming.
The basic reference on RIMS is ref. 2.5-3, the RIMS Users Guide.
That document, and its addendum, ref.. 2.5-4, furnish instructions
for all fundamental uses of RIMS. All modifications to these
instructions are included in reference 2.5-7.
i
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S. ABBREVIATED rNSTRUCTIOPJS FOR OPERATIONS
8.1 REFERENCE IMAGE LOADER ( section 6 . 1 of Operations Manual)
1. Log on to [ 333,33] on the Image Processor
2. Ready "LIVES2" on DB2 and enter MOU DB2:LIVES2
3. Ready the supplied tape on MTx and enter MOU MTx:/CIIA=[FOR]
4. Enter RUN REFLOD® and answer interactive questions
5. Note for the requester any unfound reference images
8.2 GHIT PROCESSOR (section 6.2 of Operations Manual)
1. Log on to [5,5] on the Support Processor
2. Ready "LIVES" on DB1 and enter MOU DBI:LIVES
3. Ready the supplied GRIT tape on MTx and enter MOU MTx:/CHA-[FOR]
4. Enter BAT [333,33]GHITO and respond to terminal instructions
S. Return printer output to requestor, retaining the Processing
Tape Order report for use with the HDTRS and EXTRCT processors
8.3 EXTRACT PROCESSOR (section 6.3 of Operations Manual)
1. Log on to	 [333,33]	 on the Support Processor
2. Ready "LIVES" on DB1 and enter MOU DBI:LIVES
3. Set switches on DAO and DA1 for 11/20 ACCESS, 11/45 ACCESS, and
READ/WRITE, ready two scratch disks and enter MOU DAO:/CHA=[FOR]
and MOU DA1:/CHA=[FOR]
4. Ready the first HDT on the drive (using GHIT's Processing Tape
Order Report for tape number and time span) and initiate the
HDTRS on the 11120 per Ford Aeros pace instructions in the dual
mode at 7.5 inches per second for MSS data, making both DA
drives initially available.
5. After the HDT has passed the reported start time, enter RUN
ZXTRCT(^)
6. Use 11/20 console input if necessary to keen FiDTRS and EXTRCT
working on different disks
7. Do not communicate with the 11/45 while extraction is taking place
8.4 CONDITIONING PROCESSOR (section 6,4 of Operations Manual)
1. Log on to [333,33] on the Support Processor
2. Ready "LIVES" on DB1 and. enter A11OU DBI:LIVES
3. Enger RUN CONDTN 0
8.5 SCREENING AND TRANSLATION (section 6.5 of Operations Manual)
1. Log on to [5,5] on the Image Processor
2. Ready "LIVES" on DB1 and enter MOU DBl:LIVES
3. Ready "LIVES2" on DB2 and enter MOU DB2;LIVES2
4. Allow the user to log on to [333,33[ on TTI and enter RIJN
SCRNTRO
8.6 CCT PROCESSOR (section 6.6 of O perations Manual)
1. Log on to [333,33) on the Support Processor
2. Ready a tape with a write ring on MTx and enter P1OU r1Tx:/CHA=1FOR]
3. Ready "LIVES" on DB1 and enter MOU DB1:LIVES
4. Enter RUN CCTGEN O
S. Respond to directions and questions at the console, preparing
tape labels as instructed.
8.7 ADD AREA-OF-INTEREST DEFINITIONS (section 7.1 of Operations
Manual)
1. Receive and check user cards for general format and order and
end-of-file card.
2. Logon to [5,5] on the Support Processor.
3. Start the batch job by entering BAT [333,33]AOIADD$
4. Load the data cards into the reader when requested by the
batch run.
l^
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S. At run completion, return the data cards and Printer out put to
the user.
8.8 MODIFY AREA-OF-INTEREST DEFINITIONS (section 7.2 of Onerations Manual)
1. Receive and check user cards for general format and order and end-
of-file card.
2. Log on to [5,5] on the Support Processor
3. Start the batch job by entering BAT [333,33]AOIUPD@
4. Load the data cards into the reader when requested by the batch run.
5. At run comp letion, return the data cards and *p rinter out put to the
user.
8.9 DELETE AREA-OF-INTEREST DI,I'IPIITIONS (section 7.3 of Operations Manual)
1. Receive and check user cards for general format and end-of-file card.
2. Log on to [5,5] on the Support Processor
3. Start the batch job by entering BAT [333,33]AOIDELO
4. Load the data cards into the reader when requested by the batch run.
5. At run completion, return the data cards and printer out put to the
user
S.10 PREPARE PROGRWIED REPORTS (section 7.4 of O p erations Manual)
1. Log on to [5,5] on the Su p port Processor
2. Ready "LIVES" on DB1 and enter MOU DBI:LIVES
3. Enter BAT [333,33]DLYRPT O
4. At run completion, return p rinter output to user.
8.11. ARCIIIVE UPDATE (section 7.5 of Onerations Manual)
1. Log on to [5,5] on the Support Processor
2. Ready "LIV1:S" on DB1 and enter MOU DBI:LIVES
3. Enter BAT [533,33] ARCUPD $
4. At run completion, return printer output to user.
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8.12 SAVE AND RESTORE MASTER (ARCHIVE) DATA BAST: (section 7.6 of
Operations Manual)
Save Operation:
1. Log on to [5,5] on the Support Processor
2. Ready a scratch tape with write ring on Mfx and enter INI
MTx :mmddhh/UIC- [335,33]
3. Enter MOU MTx:/OVR
4. EnterPIP NfTx:[333,33]-DBO:[333,33]LMDB.n/FO
S. Enter PIP MTx:[333,3a]/LI and verify that the tane contains
LMDB.R1, LMDB.R2, LMDB.d3, LMDB.R4 and LMDB.LCK
6	 Enter DMO MTx: and attach a physical label to the tape identi-
fying it as a LIVES Archive Backun, with the date and time of
creation and the drive on which it was mounted ('li I or 'I')
7. Retain the tape for one week.
Restore Onerati.on:
1. i.og	 on to [5,5]	 on the Support Processor
Z. Ready the tape	 (without write ring)
	
which contains	 the data base
to be restored and enter M0U MTx:/OVR
3. Check that the	 label printed at the console 	 is	 the desired date
and hour.
4. Enter PIP [333,33]LMDB.*;*/Dt•
S. Eater PIP DB0:[333,33]=MTx:[333,33]/F0
6. Enter PIP [333,331LN1DB.*/Li and verify that DBO contains L1,1DB.R1,
LMDB . R L , LMDB . R3 , LMDB . i:4 , and LMDL . LCK
7. Enter DMO h.'I'x: and return tape to its storage location
8.13 RECOVERY PROCESS (section 7.7 of Operations Manual)
1. Log on to [5,51 on the Processor where the trouble occurred
2. Enter nAT 1333,33]LIVESP,.CVY $
^e
3.	 At run co.nplet ion, T eturn the printer output to the iasci and
restart (or inform the user that lie can restart) the LIVC;S
processor that was active at the time of the trouble oirrCtcr,
CONDTN, SCRN'rR, or (,("rGFN).
8.11 OTHER DATA BASE OPERATIONS (section 7.8 of Operations Manual)
These operations depend upon a knowledge of LIMS and are variable
depending on the situation and current needs.
APPENDIX A
ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMNS, AND DEFINITIONS
A of I Area of Interest (&.v_.)
Acquisition - a given scene, consisting of imagery data for an
area of interest taken on a given date. There are
normally several acquisitions for each area of interest.
Archive PC$S Data Base - see Master (Archive) PC$S Data Base.
Area of Interest - a portion of a scene which has been specified
by the data user. The area of interest size is a variable
specified by a user. It can vary from a single pixel to
any portion of a Landsat scene, or it may consist of the
full scene. In LACIE this was called a sample segment and
the size was restricted to 196 pixels by 117 lines. The
acronym AI should not be used since it is preempted for
Analyst-Interpreter; A of I may be used, but is not
recommended. Area-of-Interest descriptions are maintained
in the Master (Archive) Data Base.
ASATS	 Automatic Status and Tracking System.
bpi	 Bits per inch.
C&I	 Cataloging and Indexing.
CCT
	
Computer-compatible tape.
CCT Generator Module - The LIVES computer program unit which
actually produces the output tapes.
CDR	 Critical Design Review (also called Detailed Design Review.)
client a person that requests or obtains images from LIVES.
CPC	 Control Point Center.
Conditioning Processor - the LIVES computer program which
distinguishes clouds, water, and other special pixels
by use of the external SCREEN subroutine, and calculate
biases and gains for non-cloud pixels.
Control points - a geographical point used in registration; its
position must be precisely identifiable on an image to
be registered and on the reference image to which it is
to be registered.
CPU
	
Central processing unit.
CRT	 Cathode ray tube.
1
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cycle of operation - all operations connected with a given GRIT.
A cycle starts with operation of the GHIT Prccessor and
normally ends with the final use of the CCT Processor,
writing areas of interest to tape. The cycle is often
conceived as daily since theGtiIT is expected to reflect
one day's production of high density tapes at Goddard;
however, a cycle may be run in any period of time and in
any relation to other cycles. Special precautions may be
necessary if two cycles are interspersed.
daily	 This word normally refers to a cycle of operation (above).
However, there are no time limitations on cycles of
operation.
Daily PC&S Data Base - the ephemeral data base which is created
at the beginning of a cycle of operation. It reflects
all major operations performed in a cycle of operation.
At the end of a cycle of operation it is used to update
the Master (Archive) PCF,S Data Base, and then it is
discarded.	 In nomenclature, the "PC$S" portion of its
name is normally omitted.
DAPTS	 Data Acquisition Preprocessing Transmission System.
1)EC	 Digital Equipment Company of Maynard, Massachusetts,
maker of the PDP-11 computers.
DMS	 Data Management System.
DRB	 Discipline Registration Band.
DRR	 Detailed Requirements Review.
DTL
	
Data Techniques Laboratory, the EOD computer center in
JSC Building 17, Room 2062.
E;OD/JSC Earth Observations Division of NASA/.JSC
FOD/LEC Earth Observations Department of LEC
ERIM	 Environmental Research Institute of Michigan at Ann Arbor.
ERIPS	 Earth Resources Interactive Processing System,the
primary interactive system used for image anaIvsis in
the LACIE system.
Extraction Module - the LIVES computer program unit cull. , extracts
the areas of interest and search areas.
EDR	 Functional Design Review.
PRD	 Functional Requirements Document.
full scene - in L INES, this term refers to a set, of Landsat data
which normally covers 185 km (cross-track) by 170 km
(in-track); a full scene's radiation is spectrally
separated into one, four or five bands depending on
Landsat sensor and configuration at the time of data
acquisition.
V
Full Scene data base - the archive of Landsat scenes extracted
from the high density tapes by the High Density Tape
Reformatting System; resident on a non-portable 300
Mb disk.
GCP Ground control points;	 see control points.
GHIT Goddard high Density Tape (HDT) 	 Inventory Tape.
GHIT Processor Module	 -	 the LIVES computer program unit which
extracts information from the Goddard High Density
Tape
	 (HDT)	 Inventory Tape	 (GHIT).
GSFC The Goddard Space I-light Center of NASA, 	 located at
Greenbelt, Maryland in the Washington,
	 D.	 C.	 area.
IIDT High density tape.
HDTRS high Density Tape Reformatting System;	 the front end
subsystem consisting of software and hardware to be
delivered by the Ford Aerospace Corporation.
I-100 See	 Image-100.
ICD Interface Control Document.
ID Identification
Image-100 - Interactive imagery data analysis system manufactured
by the General Electric Corporation; in LIVES, this term
refers to the system in the DTL, consisting of an inter-
active terminal with CRT, color television monitor for
display of images, and associated firmware and software,
used in association with the Image Processor.
Image Processor - The I IDP-11/45 computer and peripherals to which
the Image-100 is connected. The DTL has both an Image
and a Support Processor (q.v.).
IRS
	
Implementation Requirements Specification.
JSC	 NASA's Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas.
LACIE	 Large Area Crop Tnventory Experiment, the first large
experiment on world-wide inventory of a crop from
satellite data. LACIE was limited 'to the inventory of wheat.
LACTE segment - a segment (area of interest) of exactly 117 lilies
of 196 pixels each, used in the LACTE.
LEC
	
Lockheed Electronics Company.
LIMS	 LIVES Information management System, an elaboration of
the RIMS.
LIMS Interface Module - a LIVES computer program unit that allows
the LIMS data management system to be called as a normal
FORTRAN subroutine.
LIVES	 Landsat Imagery Verification and Extraction System.
i^
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Master (Archive) PC&S Data Base - the data base, maintained in
disk, which maintains the long-term archive of LIVES.
It is updated regularly from the Daily PC&S Data Base,
and it can be modified by users (_q v_.)of LIVES at will.
Its primary contents are records of areas of interest.
In nomenclature, often the "PC&S" portion of the name
is omitted.
MB	 Megabyte.
r1SS	 Multispectral Scanner, a Landsat sensor.
NASA
	
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Operator - a person who operates the LIVES. Operators must
have detailed expertise in computer science.
PC&S	 Process Control and Status.
PC&S Data Base - the information on areas of interest, etc.,
maintained on disk in two different forms; the Master
(Archive) PC&S Data Base and the Daily PC&S Data Base
(q.v.).
PC&S Update Generator - the LIVES computer program unit which
updates the PC&S Data Base.
PDP	 Project Development Plan.
PDR
	
Preliminary Design Review
RBV	 Return Beam Vidicon, a Landsat sensor.
RCP	 Registration Control Point - see Control Point.
reference images - standard images to which search images are
to be registered.
Reference Image Data Base - the collection of reference images
to be used in LIVES, maintained on disk.
Reference Image Load Processor - the LIVES computer program
unit which loads reference images into the Reference
Image Data Base.
Registration - remapping of an image so that it corresponds,
pixel by pixel, with a reference image.
Report Generator Module - the LIVES computer program unit which
provides the capability of generating a variety of reports.
RIMS	 Regional Information Management System, a data base
management system developed for the Regional Applica-
tions Project and subsequently modified for generality.
A version of RIMS, renamed LIMS, was enhanced for use
in LIVES.
RMS
	
Root Mean Square.
RSX-11 The operating system of the PDP-11/45 computer.
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scene	 a set of imagery data of the earth. 	 In LIVES, this
term refers to Landsat imagery data, normally from the
MSS, but conceivably from the RBV. The term sometimes
refers to a full scene (g.v_.) .
SCREEN An external subroutine that was incorporated into the
Conditioning Processor of LIVES. SCREEN, developed at
ERIM, is described in Appendix A of ref. 2.2-9.
Screening and Translation Processor - the LIVES computer
program unit which provides the user with the capability
to examine search areas and areas of interest; the
unit a:so provides the user with the capability to
translate some areas, line by line and pixel by pixel,
for rough registration with reference images.
Search Area - a portion of a scene whic:+ contains an area of
interest plus a border large enough to assure the
capability to search for and find the area of interest
when registration confidence is low.
SCI-Serial Controller Interface - General Electric device to be
used in the transfer of data from high density tares to
300 MB disks; it is semiprogrammable and will allow
images or portions of images to be extracted.
Support Processor - the PDP-11/45 computer and periphals in the
DTL that are not directly used with the Image-100. The
DTL has both a Support and an Image Processor
System Parameter File - a file containing parameters required
to adapt LIVES to a given problem; for example, the
sizes of areas of interest (segments) would be stored
here for reference by all programs in LIVES.
TBD	 To be determined.
TBS	 To be supplied.
TP	 Test Plan.
Translation - the adjustment of an image in x and y directions
only; a one-point registration; does not compensate
for rotation or variation of scale in any direction.
UIC	 User identification code for the PDP-11/45 computer.
An example would be [333,33].
UIF	 Universal Image Format.
user	 one of a very small number of persons, Perhaps as few
as three or four, that actually directs the operations
of LIVES. A user will normally have an administrative
function within LIVES, but will not need to have special
expertise in computer science.
^6
WRS World Reference System - a geographical parameter system in
which Landsat scenes are described in terms of rows
(roughly analogous to latitude) and paths (roughly
analogous to longitude). Row numbers vary from 1, at
80 N. Lat., to 251 at the south pole. Path numbers vary
from 1 at Greenwich through 250.
WRS Row Path Generator Processor - the LIVES computer program
unit which computes the row and path of the Landsat
scene corresponding to a geographical area described
in longitude and latitude.
